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Abstract
The high world demand for nickel as the most crucial component in lithium-ion batteries in electric
vehicles makes Indonesia with the largest nickel reserves, around 27% in the world, feeling it is essential
to manage and invest nickel properly. However, the failure of decentralization in managing nickel mining
permits due to high levels of corruption, prolonged environmental damage and ineffective state income
from foreign investment requires the central government to take back the mining licensing policies to the
centre. This decision becomes a big question for the public, especially for the local governments in
implementing Law 23, 2014, regarding regional autonomy in carrying out government independence on
the local scale and how much the policy recentralization can solve these problems. Furthermore, this
research objective is to examine the effects of recentralization on nickel management and regulation.
Using critical discourse analysis as methodology is helpful to analyze phenomena critically because the
analysis is not only through linguistics course but also discursive and social practice.
The results show that recentralization does not significantly impact the local community in contrast with
the extractive businesses; the recentralization provides enormous benefits due to the easiness of licensing
and investment through a single online system. Meanwhile, in the distribution of power, the central
government tried to politicize the scale by taking back the licensing authority; however, there is an
enormous power unlimited by scale, namely, a political party. They are flexible, dynamic, unpredictable.
Mostly, the members fill in the strategic level from the village, local, and national levels to reach their
party vision.
Furthermore, the key recommendation is the central government must report all mining permits to the
local governments and, under the approval of the local government. Hence, it creates an equal
distribution of power. Although the central government issues the business mining permits through a
single online system, they obligate to give permanent licenses to the central government to revoke
permits if there are illegal activities and violate applicable regulations. Moreover, the local government
must provide CSR reports to the central government. The central government must ensure that CSR is
implemented and equal in Southeast Sulawesi’s communities affected by nickel mining. The most
important thing is to change the mindset to become governance, not the government, and move forward
to be transparent and facilitate public opinion in the decision-making process.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Countries worldwide are starting to implement energy and consumption transitions towards renewable
energy to achieve the Paris agreement's goal of reducing greenhouse gases by at least 55% by 2030
instead of 1990 (Church & Crawford, 2020). The main focus of reducing greenhouse gas emissions is
transportation, the most significant contributor of around 65% carbon dioxide in the air, mainly from fossil
fuels (US EPA, 2015). A critical step towards renewable energy in transportation is adopting electric
vehicles (EVs) to replace fossil fuel cars. As a result, the rise in high-tech electric vehicles has seen an
increase of approximately seven million users on the road (Amsterdam Round Tables with
McKinsey&Company, 2019). This figure is not without reason; electric vehicles show many advantages
such as energy-saving, environmental friendliness, reduced carbon footprint for customers, driving
benefits, the efficiency of use, and cost-effectiveness (Barbarossa et al., 2017). Following these gains, the
extensive investment and manufacturing development of Electric Vehicles also increased rapidly in March
2021, approaching 169% with a total of 228,000 in Europe provisionally (Xu et al., 2021).
As the world shifts towards electric vehicles, so will the demands of lithium-ion batteries in
electric vehicles and the need to increase nickel exploration in natural resources (Upadhyay et al., 2021).
Therefore, as essential components of electric vehicles, lithium-ion battery that contains nickel is the
world's hottest commodity since the availability shows an imbalance and scarcity between global
consumption and production (Narins, 2017). For this reason, spatial analysis of lithium availability began
to be studied in understanding the relationship between global lithium supply and the sustainability of
the modern mass market. In addition, several countries started to formulate crucial strategies in
maintaining stability and nickel reserves (Gupta et al., 2021).
In Indonesia, the reality of the natural resource extraction business has expanded since 1990, and
the mining sector is the primary area that helped economic development (Barma et al., 2011). Indonesia
controls 23,7% of the world's nickel reserves, with the existing smelter reaching 31% (Henckens &
Worrell, 2020) in an industrial estate (2253 Ha) with approximately 700 Ha for power plants, facilities
process, and supporting land (Kurniawan et al., 2021). Southeast Sulawesi is one of Indonesia's provinces
with the highest nickel of 97.4 billion tons in the land, with low iron garnierite type laterites. Nickel in
Southeast Sulawesi in 480 hectares reaching about 48 thousand trillion (Zhang et al.2021) and provided
the best quality in compiling lithium battery compounds with whole electricity storage twice as fast and
durable (Zhang et al., 2020). Because of its high quality, mining is also the leading commodity, with the
total nickel export yield increasing sharply from around 9.000.000 tonnes to 20.000.000 tonnes in 2019
(Badan Pusat Statistika, 2021)
Figure. 1. Nickel Deployment in Southeast Sulawesi. Source: ESDM, 2017
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To manage nickel mining in Indonesia, local or international companies must obtain permission
from the regional government who owns the nickel territory in Southeast Sulawesi based on regulation
number 23 of 2014 concerning regional autonomy or decentralization. Decentralization itself in Indonesia
has four structures consisting of (i) national level1 (ii) 34 provincial governments, (iii) 514 regency and
cities under the provincial government, (iv) 83931 villages and sub-districts under the cities and regencies
(Kusnandar, 2019). With this decentralization, each local government can manage its natural resources,
public spending, development planning, spatial use, social problem management and environmental
control (Prihatiningtyas, 2020). For this reason, the four structures of decentralization in Indonesia are
collectively crucial to understanding the political scale in the context of mining management and local
revenue from mining areas (Arellano-Yanguas, 2011).
However, since decentralization was adopted in 2014 by issuing the mining business permits from
the local government in Southeast Sulawesi, various problems have begun. Environmental damages such
as deforestation and annual disasters have happened since 2016. While the central government finally
decided to take back authority in issuing mining business permits from natural resource management.
However, the local government also questioned the power distribution in running the regional autonomy;
if the central government took the mining permit, some local government affairs would also disappear.
At the same time, the public was also quite busy with the recentralization of policies regulated in law
number 3 of 2020 regarding minerals and coal gives exclusivity to extractive businesses and eliminates
environmental requirements. Several obligations such as environmental impact assessment (EIA) and
environmental protection and management (UUPPLH) are removed, while before the enactment of new
regulation, EIA and UUPPLH were the company obligations before exploiting natural resources
(Sudarwanto & Kharisma, 2020).

1.1 Problem Statements
I then try to describe the three main problems of Indonesia's nickel recentralization policy from
several introductions above. The first problem is mining activities that impact the community in Southeast
Sulawesi, mainly social and environmental impacts. Since 2016, annual flash floods have caused damage
to agricultural lands, plantations and livestock for the surrounding communities, thereby increasing the
poverty rate in Southeast Sulawesi Province and the number of migrants around the nickel area locally
and internationally shifting indigenous peoples. Tolaki is one of the tribes that occupied Southeast
Sulawesi, who lost their job managing forests and oceans as a traditional livelihood and was indirectly
eroded by mining activities (Nasir et al., 2020). The side effects of these social problems are especially felt
by indigenous peoples who have lost their identity and territory in their function as traditional actors. As
traditional actors, they have also managed and cared for the forest for a long time. Problems arise because
mining companies have greater power in managing their nature. The ulayat lands2' wutano onapo/wutano
toono dadio' organised by the Tolaki tribe are disappearing (Melamba et al., 2019). In addition, the
problem of environmental damage is also a problem that appears significant from the environmental
issues occured due to the destruction of protected forests.
The second problem is the company's significant influence on the decision-making of nickel
management in Indonesia (Mazkiyani & Handoyo, 2017).This influence indirectly means that large mining
companies, both foreign and local, have a significant and profitable value from the Indonesian
government perspective. The government considers crucial rules to place them in a priority position for
the economic development of Indonesia. This phenomenon is reflected by the Omnibus Bill framework
about Mineral and Coal Law to prioritize investment and abolish forest exploitation protection. This bill
overrides people's safety, such as easy licensing and utilization of forest areas, protected forests, the
elimination of environmental impact analysis as a savior of the environment, easy changes in the function
1

Central government consists of ministries located in Jakarta while local governments are spreaded in 34 provinces in six main islands
in Indonesia. Local government hierarchy is ordered from provincial, regency, district, sub-district, village with respectively lead by a
regional head.
2 Owned by indigenous peoples and managed according to their customs and needs besides that, they are also responsible for the care of
the forest and flora and fauna in it
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and use of forest areas (Nugroho, 2020). In addition, the exclusivity of miners and companies has been
significantly increased since 2017 which they entered Indonesia freely for investment reasons. They came
primarily from China, miners approximately 500 foreign workers came to Kendari, Southeast Sulandesi
and used a charter plane from China every three months to work in a smelters company (Regional
Liputan6.Com, 2020.) The main reason for their resistance is that the omnibus law favours the business
world, opens up opportunities for corrupt activities and damages ecosystems and the environment by
cutting down protected forests under the law in Indonesia (Orinaldi, 2020).
The third problem arises from the loss of authority of local government to control their land and
natural resources. Since the power of nickel management permit is returned to the central government,
the local government has less right to run their function as a government employee in taking advantage
of natural resource management, particularly nickel (Firmansyah et al., 2020). Therefore, the objective of
decentralization to develop the local’s economy with their wealth through the empowerment of local
communities and natural resources is irrelevant with the new management system within the
recentralization of nickel management (Dr. Ahmad Redi, S.H., 2017). In addition, the regional government
does not have a solid authority to revoke permits directly if there are social and environmental violations
due to the illegal activity of mining companies. The central government is the sole holder of nickel
management in Indonesia (Upe, 2020). Single authority in permits and nickel management control can
ease them to abuse power and open the opportunity of corruption due to supervision lack from other
institutions (Hamidi, 2015).
In another study, Rela et al., (2020) did similar study. She analyzes the effects of Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) on the communities living around mining areas. However, many other issues arise,
especially that Corporate Social Responsibility is no longer implemented after the research. I want to fill
the research gap on this long-term implementation of this issue, especially for the social assistance due
to the environmental change in these areas, including many villages near the smelter areas. Another study
also was conducted by Nurlaela et al., in (2020) to see the socio-economic impact of ore nickel
management from one of the big companies, namely PT. Virtue Dragon Nickel Industry (VDNI) in Morosi
district, Konawe district. I also visited different places in my research, namely Molawe in North Konawe
Regency, a nickel centre for open-cast mining in Southeast Sulawesi.
Furthermore, the complicated nickel problem in Indonesia makes me want to examine the policies
and policymakers, then the influence of companies in policymaking and the effect on nickel management
in the society, especially for the indigenous people or local community. For that, I will pay attention to
how the roles of each actor are different on every scale. Like politics, every actor must have other goals,
motives and backgrounds in practice. In addition, many people agree that these problems are several
examples of the only effect of centralisation mining; on the one hand, the government and political
experts believe that this omnibus law policy is crucial for more accessible investment to Indonesia to
support national welfare until 70 %. Building a new business or developing an existing business that will
create new jobs in another hand, it is also a step back point of environmental policy in Indonesia, which
was previously rich in the beauty of the environment and its natural resources (Nasir et al., 2020).

1.1 Research Objective
The objective in this research is to examine the effects of recentralization policy on nickel management
and regulation. To check this, I will go deep into various actors who contribute and get influenced by this
regulation such as, investigating the effect of regulation and their position because of nickel management
and company power as well as the effect for the local community living near in the mining industry.
Studying actors is important to see political behaviour in policy-making, but seeing the real impact
especially related to unrealistic of economic development is also an important issue (Kurniawan et al.,
2020). Furthermore, this case can serve as an example to examine environmental change with a
significant motive behind it and strengthen the awareness that natural and social standards cannot be
separated to achieve policy objectives. Therefore, we must understand the policy theoretically and
11

technically, such as from whom and for whom the centralization of policy is made, and to learn more how
centralized policies are implemented in decentralized countries.

1.2

Research Questions
“ What are the effects of Recentralization toward nickel management and regulation."

SRQ 1 : How does the recentralization policy affect the surrounding community due to mining activity?
To address this question, I will see the direct impact of the nickel mining activity and smelter
corporate to the local community within the fieldwork's social, economy, and environmental context.
SRQ 2 : How is extractive business positioned in political recentralization ?
: To address this question, I will pay special attention to extractive businesses, both from opencast mining and smelter companies, positioned from the development side within political
decentralization in Indonesia.
SRQ 3. How is the power distribution between the central and local governments in regulating and
managing nickel resources?
: To address this question, I will compare the capacity and authority of central government and
local government in managing the nickel sector making the recentralization either success or
unsuccessful.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis
The structure of this thesis is follows: in chapter two, the conceptual framework will be discussed and
followed by chapter three about the methodology I use in this research. Next, chapters four, five, six and
seven will fulfil the result with different titles and content. I use a separate component from theory to
analyze the result and make it per chapter. While in chapter eight, I will discuss my finding with a return
to the core elements of the research question and reflection on the methodology. At the end of chapter
nine, I will develop conclusions and recommendations for related actors.
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Chapter 2
Conceptual Framework
In this thesis, I use several theoretical concepts to understand the implications of recentralization policies
for the community's environmental, social and economic conditions, the distribution of power between
the local and central government, and the influence of companies in determining the recentralization of
nickel mining management policies in Indonesia. First, I introduce the power contestations introduced by
John F. Gaski (1984) in understanding social change and innovation in various types of power applied to
the Indonesian government and political system. Second, to complete the lens of power, I present the
concept of the politic of scale, which Neil Smith (2010), first introduced to see the role of individuals or
groups in political contexts at different scales. This theory helps limit their authority to the level of a scale
that has been previously regulated in central regulations and decentralization in Indonesia. Still, it does
not rule out the possibility that other sovereigns are outside the limits beyond that scale, such as people's
sovereignty as equipped by Ranciere (Blakey, 2021b). As complementation, the discourse analysis (Wall
et al., 2015) will identify the language patterns of political actors through the mindset and direction of
their conversation in the context of understanding social, environmental and power distribution
conditions.

2.1

Theory of Power

In general, the definition of power is the human ability to influence other people's behaviour and, legally,
in front of the law. In essence, the concept of power has various diversity and broad understandings such
as: centred versus diffused, consensual versus conflictual, quantity versus quality, constraining versus
enabling, empowerment versus disempowerment (Avelino, 2021). One example of the type of power is
centres versus diffused with other terms are 'pluralistic and elitist’, in one hand the elite has power over
society, on the other hand, pluralistic means political power which is related to the social movement from
interest group. Other difference power in the term of consensual versus conflictual are where the power
is distributive or collective for example, in one hand distributive power refers to the power by one actor
financed by other actors and the other hand collective power is the power obtained from the social system
in society aiming to achieve their common goals. Although it is difficult to categorize because these
dichotomies of power can overlap with each other, these terms of power must be understood to recognize
their limitations of each other (Popay et al., 2020).
Furthermore, in this study, I will focus on the dichotomy 'centred versus diffused' and its
substructure for knowing the power phenomenon in the framework of nickel mining regulation in
Indonesia. In theory, the 'centred versus diffused power' consists of three faces of power used as the basis
for looking at power empirically (Avelino, 2021a). First, the power elite can make decisions benefitted
from society and do decision-making process as well as take benefit from the community. The second face
of power, the elite, can influence the agenda-setting before the policy-making process by keeping specific
issues spread in society, including non-decision making in this type. The third face of power, before the
policy process, certain groups have prevented the issue of stigma from spread in society so that the
community does not think about it. However, the main goal of all types is 'normalization' or the
achievement of common goals (Avelino, 2021a).
The issue of nickel mining policies had fluctuated in a period; as a result, the development of nickel
mining industry was also affected by this policy. It means that there is an implication of social change that
appears in policy change, moreover in the case of Southeast Sulawesi. In this case there is a diffusion of
decentralization returned to centralization reflected by the authority of local government is taken over by
the central government even though the nature of decentralization from the beginning implicitly or
explicitly led to equal and fair power, for example: renewable energy led by energy cooperatives from the
community not just by the big energy company and natural resources management can previously
controlled by the regional government as a representative of the local government to manage the wealth
13

under the regional needs and development (Avelino, 2021b) For this reason, in this study I use the theory
of power to see further how, to what extent and under what conditions the policy is implemented and
how these changes can provide benefits for the aim of decentralization to create equality and common
interests.

2.2

Politics of Scale Theory

The dichotomy of 'centred versus diffused' and its substructure for knowing the analytical power behind
the phenomenon of nickel mining regulation is incomplete if we only look at the outline of power. For this
reason, the political theory of scale is here to explain how economic activity and political activities are
formed and can even change according to the ideology forming the scale (Herod, 1995). As stated by
Delaney dan Leitner (1997) that the political dimension of scale is, in fact, not at all limited by the
allocation of formal power in a country as an example of federalism which has limitations because it is too
restrictive of politics only consisting of a formal central government. However, if our understanding of the
concept of scale is freed from the formal categories of past inheritance, and our conception of politics is
more liberated and expanded, analysis and interpretation of our scale will become more apparent (Bond
& Ruiters, 2017).

2.2.1

Theoretical Grounding: Politics of Scale

To build the concept of politics of scale, scholars such as Taylor (1982, 1993), Herod (1991), Smith (1992,
1993), and Agnew (1993) have formulated a political construct of scale. Then, beginning to be widely used
in the 2000s by showing how scale has been built and contested because of its framework objective
showing the place and the role of society in it. Politics of scale is also prevailing the basic for building other
scales such as understanding the role of individuals in politics at various scales, as forming actors for
different scales, as being part of scales in and of themselves, and having enormous elaboration of multiscalar conflicts with better and problem-solving to solve them (Blakey, 2021a).
Scales are usually associated with geography or regions. A simple example is government
hierarchy with limited space in different ways; global, national, regional, and local politics. In short, the
politic of scale is categorized as an organization and an action in contemporary analytical methods. Smith
used the politic of scale to raise the theme of unequal development, which many scholars later used to
capture how actors construct social hierarchies. Scale politics tries to capture the interaction of the
prevailing mechanisms of power and political struggle. The scale not only functions as a mechanism of
'limitation and exclusion' but also 'expansion and inclusion' (Delaney & Leitneh, 1997).
For a group of people who adhere to such a scale of struggle, politics is a political component of
scale politics. Furthermore, the geographers continue to begin using the term “political scale” to
understand the social movement (Cidell & Cidell, 2006). Some scholars also have debated the division of
vertical and horizontal scale dimensions in the concept of scale structuring to re-emphasize scale
relationships and re-hierarchies across vertically differentiated spatial units. However, this is considered
too rigid and It turns to be a broader and branched understanding of horizontal and relational social
processes, and others think the horizontal and vertical approaches together (Meadowcroft, 2002).
Marston and Smith (2001) argue that hierarchy does not exist only in dimensions in vertical or
horizontal, but rather to understand the relational of either up, down, or sideways with other geographic
scales in tangled interactions and scattered networks between scholars. Currently, the ontological scale
is the most widely used with the meaning of existence, being, become, and the scale's reality. It becomes
a critical point of scale politics or the social construction of a scale (Blakey, 2021a). It argues that we should
not just accept local, regional, and even global labels but also consider their social structures.
Furthermore, knowing the mechanism by which these scale labels are applied will give us insight
into the political conflicts between actors at various scales and even how the scales themselves are
constructed. By assigning a particular process to a specific scale, we can identify the level of politics that
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must make policy regarding that process. Once that political jurisdiction has been determined, it is often
considered the scale at which a particular problem must be addressed. For example, inner-city issues such
as poverty, chronic unemployment, and crime have been regarded as urban rather than regional or
national problems. However, they are widespread throughout the country (Blakey, 2021a).

2.2.2

Dimension Politics of Scale

As said by Bond dan Ruiters (2017) that the scale could not only be formal or in the form of two
dimensions such as countries, boundaries, intra and supra country. The goal is to make politics of scale
freer and more open to capture empirical power and politics in the field, especially for the researchers
who focus on examining the 'product' of political results of scale. It can be flexible because it can be
revised due to open-ended political consequences. For this reason, looking at the political construction of
scale must involve a big view of the relationship between space and power and the conceptions also
ideologies that social actors lead to achieving their political goals.
Several previous papers like Herod (1991), Smith (1992, 1993), and Agnew (1993) mentioned
several components of politics of scale, which are part of a complete understanding to construct the
politics of scale. It occurs such as the range of contexts, actors, strategies, maneuvers, stakes, ideologies,
and timeframes. This is why this theory is also a primary tool for political actors to shape and provide deep
understanding (Satizábal & Batterbury, 2018). Furthermore, In the phenomenon of recentralization policy
on nickel mining, I try to see the politics of scale through the involvement of political interests and
awareness and the relationship of decision-makers at different scales.
Figure. 2. Dimension Politics of Scale. Source: Neil Smith (2010)
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Moreover, Looking at the effects of the recentralization policies of mining to the local government,
company's power, and society with politics of scale can be combined by looking at the combination of
ideology and practice (Marston & Smith, 2001). By contributing to the broader question of the certainty
and rigidity of political Space, this project may also have practical relevance; creating room for maneuver
for those whose lives are shaped by dominant geopolitical practices and socio-spatial relations for that in
shaping the scale of Space and power, Maneuver and strategy, Conception and ideology by social actors,
Time frame (Delaney & Leitner, 1997)
Therefore, another side of politic scale that can be learned is why it has become important
because ecological governance is difficult to see just from a formal scale. Using a politic of scale in
reviewing environmental policies is vital to consider that many government policies failed in the
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environmental field. Mostly, the policymakers used their authority in regulating and managing the
environment on a particular scale from top to bottom in the 1990s but forgot that the region's scope limits
an environmental problem. However, politics at the hierarchical scale are different (Hartmann et al., 2017).
For this reason, the theory of politics of scale needs to be used to examine policies to create collective
breakthroughs in formulating environmental policies and to produce problem solutions to ecological
problems. In conclusion, it can be concluded that the political scale issue is always crucial for politics;
however, the issue of physical scale is always the main issue in environmental governance. It consists of
the density of physical and social scales involved in the constitution and environmental problems (Blakey,
2021).

2.3

Critical Discourse Analysis (Theory as Methodology)

To complement and analyze the breadth of understanding and the various strengths of the politics of scale
more sharply. Critical discourse analysis will assist researchers in understanding the main phenomena of
power and political dialectics on the effects of the recentralization policy of nickel mining , how the actors
respond in understanding the policy's objectives. Furthermore, this research uses Critical Discourse
Analysis (CDA), which was introduced first time by Norman Fairclough to understand the discourse.
Moreover, this thesis focus on central government, local government, company and local community
discourse that deliver from their talks (Fairclough, 2013). This method observes “explanatory
connections” (Fairclough, 2013) examine how they use language use or discourse and social reality or
structure after legislation of minerba law and omnibus law in Indonesia. Critical discourse analysis
examines the social cognitive effect of language following three levels of analysis.
The first level is connected to the ‘person’ when the actors speak about their understanding as
individual believers, such as a central government, local government, company, and local community. The
second level relates to a person’s affiliation when actors describe their affiliation as a member of an
activist, for example, they deliver collective comprehension beyond themselves. The third level connects
to a complex context when local communities speak about themselves as activists such as, regulation,
impact, environmental degradation or demonstration issues (Suhadi, 2020b). These three levels of
analysis are provided in the three steps of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) : 1) analysis of linguistic
practice 2) analysis of discursive practice 3) analysis of social practice (Suhadi, 2020a).

Figure. 3. Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). Based on Fairclough (2015)
What resources or mental models do
government, company, community
connect to produce (communicate)
or consume (interpret text)?

• Person
• Affiliation
• Complex context
Analysis of linguistics
practice (description
What words do
government, company,
community use?

Analysis of discursive
practice
(interpretation)

• Person
• Affiliation
• Complex context

• Person
• Affiliation
• Complex context
Analysis of social
practice (explanation)
What are the socio-cognitive effects of
what government, company, community
says? Do they reproduce the existing
order or transform it?

First, examine the linguistics practice features of the text (description) with four main tools:
vocabulary, grammar, cohesion, and text structure (Fairclough, 2013). In this research, I limit the tool on
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vocabulary (wording, over wording, and rewording) and metaphor. The object of analysis in this linguistic
practice stage is a word, phrase, or sentence. The term 'words' refers to the world's word processes, which
differ in different times and places and between other groups of people (Fairclough, 2013). Over-wording
is a sign of intense preoccupation pointing to ideological idiosyncrasies (Fairclough, 2013) whereas
rewording refers to new wordings proposed as alternatives to and contrary to existing ones (Fairclough
1992: 194). Last, metaphors. (Fairclough, 2013) says the influence of linguistics used by the local
community impacts bringing up social and economic reality because language is a medium for listeners to
understand the empirical case. Fairclough and Suhadi state that language portrays not only a reality but
also an evident reconstruction. Language can convey meaning orally and motivate a person to do
something (Suhadi, 2020b). Then, the first step is to analyze the linguistic apparatus or features of the
text; for example, overwording in a status that local community talks on interview might indicate an
intense preoccupation with the ideology of the group that the person is loyal to (Fairclough, 2013). The
main question is : “What words do local community and other actors use to from environmental impact
in their neighbourhood area?”
Second, I use analysis of discursive practice (interpretation). In this step, the relationship between
a text and reality is not a deterministic character (a direct one) but is interpreted via mental models or
through discursive practice (Suhadi, 2020b) that scrutinize the production, distribution, and consumption
of the texts (Fairclough, 2013). At the same time, interpretation can be in the form of inclination towards
something or ideas and views on something, not neutral, which can be in the form of attitudes and values.
The discursive practice connects the relation between linguistic term (text) and social understanding
(context): What government, company and local community narrate is shaped by and its turn shapes
social structure through reproducing or transforming (Suhadi, 2020). Then, mental models are not present
individually but are result of being socially constructed (Fairclough, 1991). Analysis of discursive practice
(understanding) is the intermediary between analysis of linguistic approach (description) and analysis of
social practice (explanation). There are many ways to analyse discursive practice (Fairclough (1992), but
this study uses mainly two tools: intertextuality and what Fairclough calls inter-discursivity. When
interviewees produce (communicate) and consume (interpret) text or talk, they draw on members’
resources (Fairclough 1989: 163)or mental models (Van Dijk 2008: 75) stored in their long-term memory
(Fairclough 1989: 9-10; 24-24). These resources are cognitive because they are in people’s minds, and
they are social in that they are socially constructed (Fairclough 1989: 24).
When actors, for example, the central government, produces (talks) and consumes (interprets) text
or status, they relate to resources (Fairclough, 1991). or mental models (Van Dijk, 2008) from the longterm memory (Fairclough, 1991). Thus, the second method is how a person creates a status or text, how
they deliver the status and how the text is received (intertextuality) when carried out by the central
government on policy socialization (Fairclough, 1991). (Wijsen, 2013) said that: the main question is: what
resources or mental models do central government connect to produce (talks or communicates) or
consume (interpret) text?”. In this step, I examine how the central government relates the previous text,
which then becomes a new product (Fairclough, 1992). As for production, intertextuality investigates how
a text has a complex structure in the relationship between one text. In the consumption, intertextuality
emphasizes that the central government actors carry it in the interpretation process (Suhadi, 2020). Then,
the central government actors connect to the resources to claim their understanding.
Third, this study uses an analysis of social practices (explanation), which examines the socio-cognitive
impact of the text that is conceptual and interpersonal effects of language use. This stage shows how
there is a dialectic between a status made by an actor (text) with the constructs that occur in society
(context) when actors bring the cognitive sources, they have reproduced the text (Suhadi, 2020). It depicts
how an actor creates and distributes the text. It means that knowledge production and power relations
present in actors backgrounds (Fairclough, 1991). Furthermore, the last stage emphasizes how to see and
reflect on the discourse that is happening in the local community. The main question is: “What are the
socio-cognitive effects of what actors say? Do they reproduce the existing order or transform it?”
According to Fairclough (1992), discourse as a social practice is related to ideology and power. In his
view, a language has an ideology that affects relations in particular discursive activities (Fairclough, 1992).
He also argues that relations of domination characterize ideologies in societies. Consequently, , discourse
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is a form of ideology critique. Fairclough (1992) emphasizes that discourse have three levels of knowledge
of belief, social identities, and social relationships. Language creates ‘identities, relations and ideas
(Fairclough, 1992). Thus, these are the identical and interpersonal (identity in relations) effects of
language use.
Finally, the study will validate data by selecting a sample (Fairclough, 1992), like age, gender, class,
etc. In addition, I will use other conversations like speech, arguments from media, policy brief, and other
sources of actors’ discourse to triangulate data. It is crucial to compare discourse varieties in different
situations to see correlations. Fairclough states representations of reality are as reliable as possible, and
there are several steps to achieve the goal, namely: 1) dialogical research or close building interactions
between researchers and the research subject, that is, participants reactions to the analysis (Fairclough,
1992), Co research or teamwork by researchers in the same field, and experimental and transparent
writing on the data.

2.4

Analytical Framework

The theoretical concept described earlier is the basis used as the foundation for an in-depth look at the
effects of recentralization policies on society, the influence of companies and the impact on local
communities. These concepts and theories are translated into an analytical framework by explaining the
operationalization of the three components of the theory as shown in chapter two on politics of scale,
which is key in this thesis. Politics of scale is then elaborated more in-depth through critical discourse
analysis (CDA) theory. All of them come from an overview of the theory of power, which is broad and full
of political dialectics so that it requires a detailed understanding. Furthermore, used this framework,
problem triggers and lines of disagreement also contestation can be identified and explained.
The relationship between the effects of contra sources or differences of opinion originating from
the recentralization of policies is the manifest and impacts of local government, company power and local
communities. Furthermore, the politics of scale in the frame of power theory is examined through the
four major components: how conceptions & ideologies by actors, maneuver strategy, space & power, and
time frames reflecting the phenomenon of power and politics in recentralization policy of nickel mining
licensing and management.
Operational arrangements through these components will illuminate the relationships and
interconnectivity between various actors and what policy products are produced. For this reason, knowing
the motives behind the attitudes and actions of CDA is here to provide a balanced picture by considering
several critical discourse accounts such as linguistics (description), practice (interpretation) and social
practice (explanation) (Wall et al., 2015). They are delivered through the CDA component with person,
affiliation, and complex context analysis. In my research, considering the three basic backgrounds of
individuals or groups that give or receive the effects of policy recentralization will again explain the
interrelationships. Furthermore, I do not use the time frame component in the political theory of scales.
When describing the other three elements, the narrative reflects the time frame.
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Figure. 4. Analytical Framework. Source: author
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Chapter 3
Methodology
In the methodology section, I used a case study to explore actual events with a complex problem
framework (Crowe, 2011) and understand social phenomena in which sociological methods are present
as a compliment. In addition, I used the semi-inductive approach to develop and test theories based on
data and semi-structured narrative interviews (Eichhorn & Kern-Isberner, 2015). Furthermore, I departed
from a dispositionalist view of social observation. I looked at the various roles of actors, such as political
institutions, government or traditional society, to understand their political actions and motives (Turska,
2020).

3.1

Case Study

The case study approach allows a study to deeply explore an actual event with complex and multifaced
issues. Not only that, case studies are beneficial when there is a case that requires an in-depth
appreciation of an interesting problem and phenomenon (Crowe, 2011). I want to explore the events that
occur from the side effects of nickel mining policies and activities in Southeast Sulawesi both in nature,
socially and politically. In contrast to experimental design, this research uses randomized controlled trials
where researcher seeks to control something and manipulate variables. At the same time, the case study
is empirical research that sees a case as a learning product, especially when the phenomenon and context
are not visible (Management, 2021). Many environmental problems that occur are the most actual
problems felt by the people of Southeast Sulawesi. The ambiguity between evidence of natural
phenomena and the context of the causes of environmental issues has been occurred since 2016.
For this reason, the issue of policy changes that aim to improve Indonesia's national economy
from natural resources is contrary to local people who make a living as farmers, fishers and maintainers
of nature and protected forests (Sumarwan, Muh Yusuf, 2017). The case study is more about gathering
precise information about how the phenomenon occurred. Then what is happening in one area, why it
happened, and no interventions are needed because it is being done currently (Flannelly et al., 2018). The
case study about nickel management in Indonesia and its impact on the local community and national
development will add additional insight into the knowledge gaps in why some actors choose to implement
this policy strategy. Each case study will help develop and refine a theory, including this study. But it is
important to note that the role of theory is crucial, especially in that theoretical judgments are put into
practice to provide a basic explanation of the main problem (Peters et al., 2020).
For this reason, I want to make the reality 'thicker' from theory and practice, especially from
political scale theory which will be used to examine more deeply this study. Study the effects of a policy
with other policy effects as a chain of continuity but arranged at different levels with a decentralized
frame (Talitha et al., 2020). Critical discourse analysis will enable me to develop deeper relationships.
However, I will not impose any norms on my research. This study only aims to add insight and test the
extent to which the implementation of centralized policy is successful in improving social and
environmental quality and governance. So, in this case, I agree to focus on the issue of policy
recentralization and its impact to pay attention to the nickel problem in Indonesia. However, I do not want
to give normative advice on what to do because an observer will never know better than an actor. The
foreigners cannot say much more about any culture than natives, but observers and foreigners can see
different things than actors and natives can. The next thing I can do is provide an example that will show
some of the factors that each actor plays a role in nickel management in Indonesia. I hope this will allow
translation for other similar cases in different parts of the world that adopt decentralized.
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I chose two different research locations for this research. The first is in the centre of open-cast
mining which is located in the Molawe area, North Konawe Regency. I choose this area because, according
to data (ESDM, 2021), it has the highest number of Open Cast IUPs in Southeast Sulawesi. Furthermore,
it is interesting to see the impact on villages, forests, and surrounding areas communities. Molawe is a
Sub-district in North Konawe, Southeast Sulawesi located along the coast at approximately 3° 37' 40"
south latitude and 122° 11' 10" east longitude bordering Maromobo village to the north, Bahubulu island
to the east, Tinobu village in the south and the Wanggudu region in the west. Molawe is one of the famous
sub-districts because of the magnificent marine and tropical areas consisting of ten villages along the
coast of Bandaeha, Mataiwoi, Mandiodo, Tapuemea, Mowundo, Tapunggaya, Awila and Awila Puncak
(Central Bureau of Statistics, 2015). This mine has been operated since 2007 by PT. Cinta Jaya that is
located in Tapunggaya village. In general, the Molawe sub-district consists of many mining companies
with different mining business permits with a total of 19,023 Ha.
The entire open cast mining system uses an open-pit system or an open-pit system with a C-scale
excavation following the decree of the Ministry of Home Affairs Indonesia number 32 of 1991 regarding
“Mining type C” includes exploration, exploitation, processing/refining, transportation and sales”. The
stages start from land clearing, top soiling (moving the topsoil layer consisting of humus and nutrients to
topsoil bank), stripping and transporting nickel ore to the stockpile area, filling basins and transporting to
jetty or airport to send in smelter or buyer from other islands. Since the enactment of the Act prohibiting
the export of raw nickel to foreign countries, nickel from Southeast Sulawesi has been sent to smelters in
Indonesia such as Halmahera for processing, a total of ninety-six smelter industries have been established
(Pusat Kajian Anggaran Badan Keahlian DPR RI, 2021).
The second area is a smelter in Morosi village, Konawe district. Morosi, known by Sampara is a subdistrict located in Konawe Regency, Southeast Sulawesi, right in the forestry and plantation area and
directly borders the North Konawe district. In this area, two different smelters were established in 2014,
first exported to Chenjiagang China in 2017 and inaugurated in 2019 by the Indonesian Minister of Energy
and Mineral Resources, namely, PT. Virtue Dragon Nickel Industry (VDNI) and PT. Obsidian Stainless Steel.
They use the pyrometallurgical method of a coal chimney in Tanah Indah village around 10 km from PT.
VDNI. This company holds a special mining business license with a total of 15 waiting areas with
RKEF (Rotary Kiln-Electric Furnance), a technology covering an area of 2,253 Ha RKEF with an investment
of US$1.4 billion (Karina, 2018). At the same time, this smelter has a production capacity of around
600,000 – 800,000 tons of nickel pig iron per year with 10-12% levels and employs 10 thousand workers.
PT. Obsidian Stainless Steel (OSS) was established In 2018 in the framework of the 'Konawe mega
industrial area' in the north location to establish subsidiaries in a processes ferronickel into stainless steel.
This development is part of a national strategic project in presidential regulation number 58 of 2017
concerning the acceleration of national strategic projects. Furthermore, to facilitate the process of
transportation and delivery, this company built Muara Sampara Port company whose function is to
manage loading and unloading activities at the industrial area dock. However, the rise of problems in the
smelter construction development soar refers to the expropriation of community land, dredging of sea
sand without a reclamation permit, destruction of ponds and agricultural land, damaging road
infrastructure, problems with foreign workers, demonstrations of salary increases by local workers, B3
waste management, work accidents. Last, in 2019 police expropriate mining tools of PT. OSS because dug
forest areas without having a borrow-to-use forest area permit (Nurlaela et al., 2020).
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Figure 5. PT.OSS & PT. VDNI Smelters in Morosi Konawe, Southeast Sulawesi. Indonesia. Source : Google maps, edited by author
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3.2 Data Collection
In conducing data collection i had I visited four different places in one month. I spent the first week in the
nation's capital of Indonesia, namely Jakarta, conducting direct interviews at several central government
offices by following the Covid-19 health protocol standards. After the following weeks, I continued in the
regional government capital in Kendari City, Southeast Sulawesi province, to conduct direct interviews
with several local government agencies at the province level. Their function mainly carries out and lead
the management of nickel before the regulation is implemented to return the authority to the central
government. The third place that I visited was Morosi in Konawe Regency; I went to smelter companies
and conducted interviews in several villages near the mining and power plant for nickel processing. While
after that, I went to the North Konawe district, more precisely in the Molawe sub-district, to conduct
interviews related to business extractive, open-cast mining spreading over the mountains and forest.

3.2.1 Literature Review
As identified in chapters one and two of the introduction, the problem statement and theoretical
framework literature review aim to investigate past writings and current research developed on the topic
we wish to study. In addition, a literature review can also help researchers contribute directly to the
identification of issues, support the methodology, search for context and change the direction of research
(Al-Tashi et al., 2020). Then a literature review was carried out to obtain a more vital answer to the
research question through an inventory and empirical manifestation of nickel mining policy in Indonesia
and its relationship with actors or stakeholders making public policies. This inventory is used to form a
theoretical framework based on research topics compiled through narrative analysis. It also allows
researchers to use it to analyze interview narratives and follow-up questions in developing specific
probing questions for interviewees to explore the political motives behind social and ecological changes.

3.2.2

Narrative Interview (semi-structured)

In contrast to structured interviews, narrative interviews are less prominent in structure. Instead, the
interviewees take control entirely to discover other discourses and opinions previously that the
researcher might not have found. In addition, it gives responsibility to the interviewees in providing an
overview of the relevance of the story (Thunberg, 2021). Finally, this method allows the interviewees to
reconstruct their political experiences and motives in the nickel policy-making process and their
perspective on policy outcomes. According to research question I will focus on the issue of the
centralization effect in environmental regulation. The interview plan is divided into three different
sections; the first part focuses on the role of local government however I want to compare the
argumentation both central government and local government, and the second I want to know the
implementation of the regulation especially for the nickel mining company and the third, to focus on
interviewing the local community near the mining area.
Furthermore, the next step that I want to do is interviewee about the role of the interviewer before
the interview. The role of the interviewer is not to explore the different viewpoints of policy actors but
rather to examine their drivers and motives for working on matters related to the nickel mining sector
and political experience. According to Approaches by Rosenthal (1997); (Shipman, 2021) this technique
include 1. Formulating invitation with direction to 'tell the story should be formulated in such a way and
at the same time help to mobilize their memories and tell freely. 2 An independently produced main
narrative, or – in the case of a biographical-narrative interview – a biographical self-presentation. 3
Questions that generate a description: (a) use the key points noted in phase 2; (b) external inquiries. 4
Interview conclusion. Based on the preceding, the interview plan will continue to be developed to provide
quality guidance during the interview.
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•

Interviewees

The interviewees were selected from government stakeholders who are policymakers of the nickel mining
law listed in the 2020 “Omnibus Bill on Job Creation / RUU Cipta Kerja” regulator, evaluator, and
stakeholder against the regulation. The following is a list of the interviewee and their function. Also, a
different website that each actor can access starts from the central government until the grass-roots level:
Table 1. Stakeholder Interviewees. Source: author

No

Agency

1.

Ministry of Energy and Mineral
Resources (Indonesia)

2.

Corruption Eradication Commission
(KPK Indonesia)

3.

Ministry of Environment and
Forestry of Republic Indonesia
(KLHK)

4.

Coordinating Ministry for Maritime
and Investment Affairs Indonesia –
Deputy for Investment and Mining
Coordination (Kemenkomarves- RI)

5.

Forest Area Consolidation Center
Southeast Sulawesi area XII Kendari

6.

Southeast Sulawesi Provincial
Environment Agency

7.

Department of Energy and Mineral
Resources of Southeast Sulawesi
Province (Local Government)

8.

Dinas Kehutanan Provinsi Sultra

9.

PT. Cinta Jaya open-cast mining

10.

Local Community near the mining
nickel
Government Expert

11.

Function
organize government affairs
in the field of energy and
mineral resources to assist
the
President
in
administering the state
government
prevent corrupt activities
and as a law enforcement
agency
carry out government
affairs in the field of
environment and forestry
at the national level
Coordinating, synchronizing
and controlling the affairs
of the Ministry in the
administration of
government in the
maritime and investment
fields.
implementing forest area
stabilization,
assessing
changes in forest status and
function, as well as
presenting
data
and
information
on
forest
resources
carry
out government
affairs in the field of
environment and forestry in
province level
organize government affairs
in the field of energy and
mineral resources to assist
the
governor
in
administering the state
government
forest
inventory
and
management,
forest
exploitation, land forest
rehabilitation and forest
protection
A company engaged in a
surface mining technique
that extracts minerals from
an open pit in the ground.
Local population live in
Morosi and Molawe
an expert who understands
political phenomena in
Indonesia

Website
https://www.esdm.go.id

https://www.kpk.go.id

https://www.menlhk.go.id

https://maritime.go.id

-

https://www.sultraprov.go.id

https://esdm.sultraprov.go.id

Konaweutarakab.go.id

-

https://adscientificindex.com/scientist.php?=4
06038
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Interviews are involved in decision making and assume that these policy actors are dynamically
up and down actively engaged in policy formulation with various goals from each office to be involved in
the political agenda. The interviewees varied from the deputy head, the head of the field, the public
relations bureau, direct policymakers and policy opponents, mostly from the societies. Low (2019) point
out that discussions of the number of people interviewed revolve around the number of interviews that
need to be maintained to reach theoretical saturation. The study conducted by Mason (2010) showed
that the saturation point of the research results began with a study of twelve interviews. On the other
hand, Nikolaidis et al., (2019) suggest that the saturation point is difficult to pinpoint. They believe that
data collection cannot be seen as linear with separate stages. However, it can be said that the saturation
point depends on the research design. This thesis aims to explore the narratives of different policy actors
so that no number of interviewees, which would result in theoretical saturation, can be identified.

•

Social observations and interpretation activities

In supporting this study, I also focused on social observations and not only on political theories that are
universal and the only single description of a phenomenon. This is because interpretation will complement
and develop the theory itself. In this study, I try to interpret the community's social activities and
customary institutions around the mining area through interpretation to conclude that this research is
qualitative-interpretive-constructivist (Yin, 2018). A researcher needs to carry out interpretation activities
if there is ambiguity and requires further explanation, for example, discourse and narrative on political
events. The researcher needs to interpret the phenomenon from the speaking style of actors who have
authority and power (Lerner, 2020). Furthermore, I need to analyse what happens in the social life
activities of the people around the mining and being able to participate in the lives and activities of the
local community directly, they know the essence of the activities and learn how their position is
recognized in social life (Science, 1999).

3.3 Data Analysis
The data generated, mainly from field notes or interview transcripts, will also be accompanied by photos
of activities and facts found in the field so that researchers must make a list to remember the whole data.
This list shows the characteristics of case studies based on facts in the area, which may, in the course of
their research, be ‘unsystematic, alert, sensitive, but open to surprises’ (Mendling et al., 2019). Information
is essentially always incomplete, nor is it mutually exclusive by definition because, in practice, realities are
numerous and overlap with one another. Thus, making a list is simply an attempt to bring some order to a
few places to tell a story about the messiness of implementing reality in practice. At the same time,
permission to record sound during the session was requested before the interview by asking several options
such as the suggestion to include only name, name and agency, or name and agency disguised. Second, the
information received from the interview will be transcribed using Atlas application.
The application is a qualitative data analysis software program to allow several types of data to be
entered and coded. Researchers will attach a summary of this transcript in Appendix II. Third, coding by
scanning several themes that become the outline of the conversation and looking for unity or relationships
with each other. Fourth, a thematic analysis will be carried out on the specific information found from these
themes. Fourth, the information segment is related to the research question. Finally, data will be analyzed
regarding indications of the relationship between policy actors' interpretations of the relationship between
ecological change and Indonesian nickel mining because of policy outcomes due to world demand for
lithium-ion batteries for the supply of electric vehicles.
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Figure.6 Process data analysis. Source: Mark (2010)

3.4 Report Writing
There are many good ways and approaches to writing reports, as well as how people read them. Both are
related to each other, and one thing we are taught as researcher also as students is to write in an academic
style but keep in mind that readers come from a wide variety of backgrounds and not just academics.
Therefore, in my case, the readers of my report may consist of academics (supervisors, thesis examiners
and my master's degree friends), interviewees (informants) and family. I want to write readable text in
different ways reading for them. The first is related to writing style, according to Murphy, 2011 there are
difference styles that consist of: plain style, enhanced, semi-fiction and fiction style. From this i choose to
use the plain style with the aim to make the reader more understand situation and nuance from this study.
Also, I believe it is the best way to reach both academics and lay people. This research adheres to the
convention of proposal reports in three chapters starting from the introduction, theoretical framework,
and methodology. Overall, I will present it as a case and with academic supervision that can help me,
writing in this style is also valuable learning experience.
However, I do not completely stick to write in a plain style, which means that my writing style will
follow the direction of the development of the results; for example, some writers choose to use the
novelist presentation technique (Derrick, 1969). Including choose to write descriptively of themselves as
actors in their writing in a relations framework that makes them more alive or aesthetic. With this, I hope
that my report will be more interesting for ordinary people to read, especially considering that I have
studied a lot of policies in my report, so I hope the readers will not be bored to read this report. While
traditional researchers prefer to write their own stories. Also, I want to convey to the reader that this
report is not the only representative for this case, but I have enforced my report through my way and my
style conducting this research also seeing something out of (Megan Halpern, 2019) and more
acknowledging the location of the knowledge I want to present.

3.5 Position and Reflexivity
Sugiyono (2006) mentions that the subject of interest reflects the researcher's social process, background,
and personality. Also, a researcher who always deals with the field and interacts directly with the
community in the data collection process will shape the researcher's social understanding. I want to show
my social position as a researcher and a member of society in Southeast Sulawesi. The reason is that, my
background as a government employee is also a big reason that might affect the results of my research. I
believe that my role as a researcher and society can influence interactions in the field, the learning process,
my neutrality and objectivity in viewing problems.
Many of my encounters in Morosi and Molawe built on trust and openness. Especially from the
villagers who were honest and open to share the impact felt during semi-informal interviews and research.
This semi-informal technique is the key to not feeling pressured by questions and feeling more confident
to be heard (Susilarini, 2020). The low level of education and the remoteness of the villages in Molawe
make people not associated with the outside villages and away from the sense of technology, making
them afraid and hesitant to speak and express their feelings. In contrast to the government, even though
I am a researcher, I also mentioned my government background so that they tend to be open about the
problems. Talking to activists and media becomes a doubt for government employees due to frequent
demonstrations and negative news about the destruction of nature and the rise of foreign workers in
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Indonesia. This choice is important considering the assumption that local governments are closer to the
source of the problem, and the topics that I bring up link me as ‘activists’ who voice the society's voice.
Being an environmental policy student with a government employee background did not stop me
from researching the reality of government policies that may positively or negatively impact society's
environment social and economic aspects. Another reason emerged and motivated me during the data
collection process with local governments who believed that I was a media for conveying facts to the
central government in the context of the powerlessness of several local government institutions. For
example, the argument said by a Head of the P2B Division of the Southeast Sulawesi Forestry Service:“ […]
for monitoring task by technical unit Ministry's, in my opinion, is not practical because the field manager
should supervise the field, not behind the desk. We also have supervisory personnel we call 'rangers in
the forest', so they are more valuable. Adequate supervision is good from the side level management;
however, setting regulations are needed so that the budget also supports it; and also support from my
supervisors who say [...] this is good if you already have broad insight on these topics and problems but,
it is also a challenge for you [...], thus motivating me for continuing explore the reality of case study on
the effects of the recentralization policy of mining in Indonesia.
Meeting the company leadership took a long time with a Chinese translator as a compulsory, but
the participation from employees and miners was sufficient in this research. Gaining access to speak to
employees of PT. Smelter, PT. OSS and mining workers are a steppingstone to see the phenomena that
occur within the company and the feelings of those who are employees also as society affected by the
mining area. As (INT9) told me […] leaders like Mr Tony is rarely there because they live in China, they only
come when there is a problem, what we often meet is the engineering head but they are busy because of
the supervision on nickel smelting and burning process in the field [..]
In the end, all backgrounds are connected and related to gaining trust, openness, and support for
the potential benefits of this research from several ways. The feeling of the researcher and talking with
interviewees gives a sense of reflection respectively, especially from the central government. For example,
the Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK), [...] can you send us the results of your thesis or provide
feedback if you have spoken to the public and companies in Konawe? It may be helpful in our reference
material and an important resource, especially when leading the meetings with local governments.

3.1

Validity

Studies from interpretivism-oriented research in the case study cannot be directly generalized to a larger
public scale, nor can their internal validity be easily measured (Epizitone & Olugbara, 2020). Furthermore,
I want to look at communicative, pragmatic and interpretative awareness to produce a good quality
research. In this study, communicative validity is the degree to which the researcher's interpretation of
the research data is coherent (Call-Cummings, 2017). Pragmatic validity is evaluated by conducting joint
reflections on the discourse and narrative of the actors of "Omnibus Bill on Job Creation/ RUU Cipta Kerja"
nickel mining policymakers (Am Worren et al., 2002). Furthermore, this study will discuss with other
researchers who are also researching the same field to increase communicative validity. Seeing political
motives is not as easy as it is only done through interviews and acceleration with words and actions in
other rooms (Call-Cummings, 2017). Finally, this validity measurement is referred to as transgressive
validity; that is, it considers contradictions and not only from data collection results(Steven S. Taylor,
2020).
Furthermore, interpretive awareness is directly related to how a researcher can realize the possible
effects of his or her interpretation. Therefore, several examples of actual results (from the literature
review and interviewees) were added to the report to increase understanding (Sandberg, 2005).
Furthermore, an interview test will be conducted before data collection to test the clarity of interview
questions and the possibility of developing different narratives together with the thesis supervisor to
improve the quality of interviews and reflect on the findings later, both obtained in the literature review
and interviews (Takahashi & Araujo, 2020).
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Chapter 4
‘Natural Disaster’, ‘Conflict’ and ‘Salary Gaps’ How Society speaks
about the environment, social and economic impact
When travelling from Kendari city, people will use Pincara (a raft made of drums and bamboo) to cross
the Diolo river to Morosi, Konawe Regency. Access to the Konawe industrial location is steep and has
many holes making it dangerous to access, especially during the rainy season. Arriving at the village of
Morosi, two large nickel smelter industries PT. Virtue Dragon Nickel Industry and PT. Obsidian Stainless
Steel will be visible mainly from afar because of smoke steaming from the power plant chimney and inside
the factories. It is hard to imagine how busy the company activity in these two industries is. Still, hundreds
of trucks transporting nickel in and out of factories and ports indicate this is a giant company.
Furthermore, the second location in Molawe, North Konawe Regency, is 102 km away from Morosi can
be reached by car in 3 hours. Entering the Molawe sub-district, you will start to see the bare mountains
and many excavators spread in the open-cast mines. Not far from the mining site, nickel ore is shipped via
barge in nickel port (jetty) to the smelters around the Indonesian Archipelago.
Jump into the chapter; I will scrutinize the community and institutional opinions about the
environmental, social and economic impact from mines in two different areas, namely the Morosi smelter
industrial area and the open-cast mining in Molawe. I used Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) to analyze it.
Some of the present environmental impacts are annual disasters, including floods, landslides,
infrastructure damage, and seawater discoloration due to deforestation. These ecological impacts also
have caused the loss of livelihood, which affects the surrounding community's economy. In the past,
parents could pay for their children's education by managing natural resources derived from the sea and
agriculture. However, land destruction created economic difficulties, supposing young people to mining,
such as carrying dump trucks, excavators and other heavy equipment. In addition, the absence of
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) assistance to the community and increasing conflicts in smelter
companies make the problem more complex.

4.1 Description or ‘Linguistic way’ in the context of environmental impact
Linguistic way described in three levels namely, person, affiliation and complex context. I then uses
analytical tools to elaborate on wording, over-wording, metaphor and rewording (alternative word. The
main questions in this section are: How do local communities and other actors describe environmental,
social and economic impacts? And what words do they use to describe it?

4.1.1 We used to be happy if it rains but, now we are afraid of “flood” and “landslide”
(individual dimension or grass-roots level)
Molawe villagers try to express that ecological changes happened since business extraction digging the
nickel from the mountains. It is currently known as mandiodo block for open-cast mining business,
expanding their activities near the settlement. I used the micro or individual dimension of critical
discourse analysis to elaborate deeply on how the grassroots level expresses their personal lives and
opinions as individual believers, such as family members, neighbours, or villagers. Furthermore, one of
the Molawe community who works as cashew nut planters classifies environmental impacts into three
groups: flood, landslide and discoloration of seawater; he said that:
"flooding not only happened in 2020 but also last month (July 2021) and was the worst experienced in 2019.
However, the impact on Tapunggaya village was a landslide. In the past, when it rained, we were happy, but
now instead, we are afraid. Also, the seawater is no longer white but has already turned red because of
mining. Information from people in the upstream, there had been a lot of fallen wood from illegal logging by
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companies in the North Konawe, especially in Asera village and above, even it's a protected forest, so it has
a big impact in here (downstream areas)"3

Repeated assumption by a fisherman's wife who lives in Mowundo village in the Bugis4 area: "Our
sea turns out to be red because of mine sand piles at the end road" and the mine workers in PT. Cinta Jaya
also expressed that "[…] I don't know if the water drainage system exists or not, but it has been seawater
turn to be red for a long time". From this argument, the repetition of 'seawater discoloration' shows an
important fact that there is a tremendous effect on seawater pollution due to erosion in the mountains,
causing red soil from the mountain areas to enter the coastal areas. Another young woman who lives on
the coastline of Mowundo village and works as a student in Kendari then describes her personal
experience:
"The environmental damage occurred annually, but in May 2017, there was a flash flood, and it not only
happened in North Konawe and in Kendari City. Many houses were badly damaged, and there were
many victims now since 2016 in Morosi, the air pollution started to occur”5.
Figure. 7 big floods in North Konawe, source: CNN Indonesia

She described her experience about the impact of mining expansion by using other keywords such
as "Houses were badly damaged" (Rumah-Rumah rusak parah) and "Air pollution" (pencemaran
udara). While, other assumption comes from Tanah Indah secretary village, the closest village from the
power plant which provides energy for the smelter plant of PT. VDNI and PT. OSS, he said that:
“ […] harvest was failed because of the flood, the water is also polluted. The dam water was clear in the past,
but now it's turnout yellow because of the disposal from the Chinese dormitory. There's also an elementary
school below covered by dust, and it is black and polluted. I believe, In the next ten years, the air will be
unhealthy because I saw smelter smoke blackening the house."6

3

Banjir tidak hanya terjadi pada tahun 2020 tetapi juga pada bulan lalu (Juli 2021) dan yang terparah dialami pada tahun 2019.
Namun dampak yang terjadi di Desa Tapunggaya adalah tanah longsor. Dulu, saat hujan, kami senang, tapi sekarang malah takut. Juga
air lautnya tidak lagi putih tapi sudah berubah menjadi warna merah karena penambangan.
4
one of the tribes who inhabit the area for generations
5
kerusakan lingkungan terjadi tahun 2017, ada banjir bandang dan tidak hanya di Konut tapi juga Kendari. Itu terjadi sekitar bulan
Mei. Banyak rumah rusak parah di Konut dan banyak korban
6
panen gagal karena banjir, air juga tercemar. Dulu air bendungan itu jernih, tapi sekarang berubah menjadi kuning karena
pembuangan dari asrama Cina. Ada juga sekolah dasar di bawah yang tertutup debu, hitam dan tercemar. Saya yakin, dalam 10 tah un
ke depan udara akan tidak sehat, karena saya melihat asap smelter menghitamkan rumah"
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Figure. 8 air pollution in Morosi from chimneys and factories. Source: author

Tanah Indah Secretary village tried to rewording the "unhealthy air" (udara yang tidak sehat) to tell
his worries about the environmental damage in the future. He also expressed different keywords, for
example, "failed harvest" (gagal panen) and "dust" (abu). Based on fact, ash from the Morosi smelter and
the damaged roads in Molawe has disturbed the living environment and school area. Then, according to
the resulting interview, the word repetition of "dust" (abu) provides the environmental change evidence
in Morosi.
Another keyword is "collapsed bridge" (jembatan runtuh) conveyed by a farmer' wife in Molawe:
"the bridge was collapse If there is a truck passed with a heavy load and currently it is forbidden to pass 7”.
Repeated by the head of Mandiodo Village Division, who expressed that: "[…] hundreds of cars come and
return such as four-wheeled vehicles, pickups, double handlers and make the bridge collapsed". This
repetition of "collapsed bridge" (jembatan runtuh) shows that nickel activity has a significant impact in
community’s life in Molawe especially for the issue of public infrastructure damage.
A governmental expert referred to an online newspaper to show his concern about the smelter's
environmental impact. He also emphasized the need for anticipatory action and further research to
determine the long-term implications for public health. The reason is there has been no long-term
research that focuses on dust pollution and poisonous ponds in Morosi:
" I read from Mongabay8 that the environment in Morosi area has been polluted especially because of dust
and poisonous fish in the pond. Within the next 10 or 20 years, what possibilities could happen must be
investigated. […]this issue has not been studied yet, but the impact will happen 10 or 20 years later” 9.

4.2

Interpretation or Discursive practice about the social and economic impact
to the society

The discursive practice consists of two contexts which are discourse and interpretation. The Speech
includes the composition of words that change our view. Furthermore, this stage will produce, distribute,
and consume texts. So, the question is, what member’s resources or mental models do the interviewer use
to create (communicate) or consume (interpret) talk? Or how does this discourse relate to other discourses?
Is there an order of Speech?

7

jembatan ambruk Jika ada truk lewat dengan beban berat dan saat ini dilarang lewat
Mongabay.com is a website that publishes news on environmental science, energy, and green design and features extensive information
on tropical rainforests, including pictures and deforestation statistics for countries worldwide.
9 Saya membaca dari Mongabay bahwa lingkungan di Morosi telah tercemar terutama karena debu dan ikan beracun di kolam. Harus
diselidiki dalam 10 atau 20 tahun ke depan kemungkinan apa yang bisa terjadi. […] Masalah ini belum dipelajari, tetapi akan terjadi 10
atau 20 tahun kemudian
8
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4.2.1 ‘Unproductive land’ as the impact for groups (institutional dimension)
I also used the institutional dimension or meso level when elaborating the social impact of nickel
mining activities. I focused on their opinion about job group activities as traditional workers who manage
the land from their ancestors, such as becoming farmers with their broad rice fields and fish farmers with
pond areas. Overall, not only environmental damage happened in both sub-district but also, the social
and economic change experienced by the society, just like said by a head of Mandiodo Village Division :
“ […] once there was a mining company, slowly, people didn't have ponds anymore because people
became employees in the mining smelter, but other people who did not work there were
also unemployed since their ponds were unproductive anymore “10

From the argument's of Mandiodo village head, she mentioned two words to explain the economic
impact of mines activity, namely, "unemployment (tidak bekerja) and "employees" (karyawan). While the
Head of Diolo village added another opinion about it, he said: "Mandiodo villagers work in the mines.
However, welfare is still minimal, there is no income from this mining activity to the government village,
and for us, this is a disaster. The head of Diolo village used metaphors such as "mining as
disaster" (tambang sebagai bencana) and tried to say differently about "unemployed" with another word
such as "no income". He confirmed that even though the mine provides job opportunities for the villagers,
there is no additional value for the village government, which means also for the societies; in their
perspective, mining tends to bring catastrophe rather than the development of the village itself.
At the same time, the village secretary who lives near the PLTU said several terms such as
"industry" (industri) and "smelter employees" (karyawan smelter). He noted that: "our village has turned
into an industry, so ninety percent of residents work as employees in smelter's power plant"11. In this text,
the interviewee tried to elaborate on the change of village condition into an industrial area that has
allowed the community to become the smelter employees. However, the other reason is the damaged
ponds because of nickel content which spreads towards the community's ponds.
Correspondingly, people who live near to the giant smelters prefer to say the harvest failures is the
enormous impact from nickel activity, for instance, a fisherman who expressed: "In the past, we are
fishermen used to catch fish around here, but since there is a mine it might pollute the sea, the fish also
run away12 and another interviewee who has a role as the leader of a fishing group in Mandiodo village:
" We consist of thirty members, and we don't want to work in the mine, […]now hundreds of cars enter while,
we can't do anything because they own the territory. […] before mining entered here in our settlement, fish
was very easy to find; once you caught dozens of different fish. […] brought home for family consumption;
some will sell for hundreds of thousands of rupiah. From the fish I caught, I sent my children to graduate
school”13

The interviewees often use word classifications of "we" (kami) and "them" (mereka) when talking
about themselves as members of a group institution or other groups. In addition, the fish farmers
responded to the fisherman argument, "Not only fishermen but also fish farmers like us are affected,
hundreds of milkfish and shrimp ponds here have failed to harvest because contaminated nickel waste in
the water" 14 . From these arguments overall, the interviewee depicts the "harvest failure" (gagal
panen) and "hard to catch fish" as an example of environmental impact for their local livelihood. The
"harvest fail" mentioned many times; which shows the significant harvest failure that happened in Morosi
and Molawe sub-district. According to the data supported by the Central Statistics Agency data in 2018,
10

Namun, begitu ada perusahaan pertambangan, lambat laun masyarakat tidak lagi memiliki tambak karena masyarakat menjadi
karyawan di smelter pertambangan tersebut tetapi orang lain yang tidak bekerja di smelter menjadi pengangguran karena tambak tidak
lagi produktif.
11
di kelompok kami jumlahnya 30 orang dan kami tidak mau kerja di tambang, tambang itu merusak, sekarang ratusan mobil masuk
dan kita tidak bisa bikin apapun karena mereka yang punya wilayah. Sebelum tambang masuk gampang cari ikan, sekali tangkap
lusinan dengan berbagai jenis ikan dibawa kerumah untuk dimakan keluarga beberapa dijual bernilai ratusan ribu rupiah.tangkap an
ikan yang saya dapat saya bisa menyekolahkan anak saya hingga selesai
12
Dulu kita nelayan tangkap ikan disni tapi semenjak tambang mencemari laut ikan juga pergi
13
Bukan hanya nelayan petambak juga terdampak, ratusan ikan gabus dan udang gagal panen karena mengandung pembuangan nikel
14
air laut yang berubah jadi merah memiliki banyak efek karena sekarang susah cari ikan disini
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Southeast Sulawesi experienced a significant decrease in agricultural land, covering areas of 140,247
thousand hectares, mainly caused by mining activities (BPS, 2018).
Figure. 9 fisherman who difficult to find the fish in Molawe and the abandoned fish pond in Morosi. Source: author

Some opinions came from researchers as the crucial actor to study the concern issue about difficulty
finding fish in Molawe and the damage to the pond in Morosi. Haluoleo university, the most prominent
university in Southeast Sulawesi, is university-based on research which has been researching the area for
a long time expressed their opinions about facts based on the study:
" […] water quality in the Mandiodo Block in 2015-2016 showed that heavy metals including nickel, mercury,
and oil content in diesel and gasoline pollute the environment. Environmental pollution in this area is more
on underwater sedimentation due to nickel ore, so the concentration of fish is distracted, […] the fish have
decreased or even disappeared altogether"15.

Another researcher from Tadulako University also referred to her research results and explained
that consuming fish from the Mandiodo block is very dangerous for human health: "[…] the heavy metals
in fish continue to increase and are dangerous when consumed by humans; organs such as the liver and
reproductive. That's why the fish will leave the starting area, especially if they carry that heavy metal”16.
From these arguments, researchers tried to explain why anglers in Molawe, especially in the Mandiodo
block, had difficulty finding fish and almost lost their livelihoods by confirming their research since 2016
in marine ecosystems in Molawe.
In this case, despite the perspective of local groups, the Governor of Southeast Sulawesi
responded to the ecological change as "destiny from the god". According to the national online newspaper
'editorial Liputan6 Indonesia' in 2019 entitled "KPK Highlights the Crimes Behind the North Konawe Flood
Disaster", he said that:
"No, it's because of Allah's Destiny (from God); even if the forest had been deforested, it would not happen
if God didn't give the floods. So, it is because of God's will, and we believe there is a blessing behind that;
the further action also as a step evaluation for provincial government is to pray to God, wait for the
floodwaters to recover, then work to repair the damage " 17.

The governor used the religious ideology as the frame to respond to a natural disaster in which
humans cannot fight against the power of God or outside of human ability. However, this argument
contradicted the Southeast Sulawesi Policy region report in 2020 about the prevention of illegal mining.
15

Menurut penelitian saya tentang kualitas air di Blok Mandiodo tahun 2015-2016 menunjukkan bahwa logam berat mencemari
lingkungan, termasuk nikel, merkuri dan kandungan minyak dalam solar dan bensin; Pencemaran lingkungan di daerah ini lebih pada
sedimentasi bawah laut karena bijih nikel, sehingga konsentrasi ikan sangat bising dan tidak menerima kondisi lingkungan, bisa
dikatakan ikan sudah berkurang atau bahkan hilang sama sekali
16 Logam berat pada ikan terus meningkat dan berbahaya bila dikonsumsi oleh manusia; organ seperti hati dan reproduksi. Itu
sebabnya ikan akan meninggalkan area awal, terutama jika mereka membawa logam berat itu
17
Tidak, itu karena Takdir Allah (dari Allah); bahkan jika hutan telah digunduli, itu tidak akan terjadi jika Tuhan tidak memberikan
banjir. Jadi, itu karena kehendak Tuhan, dan kami percaya ada berkah di balik itu; Tindak lanjut yang juga sebagai langkah evaluasi
Pemprov adalah berdoa kepada Tuhan, menunggu air banjir pulih, lalu bekerja memperbaiki kerusakan.
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About 682 mining business permits are illegal within approximately 29.017,420 Ha. In addition, the data
from the Central Statistics Agency in 2021 supports the loss of traditional livelihood with the decline of
paddy fields and rice production in Southeast Sulawesi in the last three years (table 3):
Table 3. Southeast Sulawesi agricultural productivity in the last three years. Source: BPS (2021)
Harvested Areas (Thousand Hectars)
2018
140.380

2019
132,34 Ha

2020
132,99 Ha

Paddy Production (Thousand Tons)
2018
642.43

2019

2020

519,71

539,35

Table 3 shows that Southeast Sulawesi's agricultural production experienced the most significant
decline from 2018 to 2020 by 624,404 thousand tons, with a decrease in agricultural land covering an area
of 140,247 thousand hectares (BPS, 2018). The leading cause of this case is the result of annual flash floods
and deforestation. Data by the BNPB Southeast Sulawesi show 159 floods, 13 villages drowned, with one
village losing over 2,201 hectares of land damage. Also, the data from the central bureau of statistics show
that mining is not the biggest sector that gives job opportunities to the society in Southeast Sulawesi but
the agriculture, forestry and fisheries sectors, around 33.34 %; (see figure 10). Even though, this sector
also experienced a declining number of around 2.57 % in 2020. The three jobs qualifications that absorb
the most labour in Southeast Sulawesi are first, Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries; second, Retail Trade
by 19.53 %; and third, Processing Industry by 9.44%. The dominance of this job field in absorbing labour
is still the same for both February 2021 and August 2020 (BPS, 2021).
However, another sector In Morosi significantly develops and brings positive impact for the
economic aspect, namely, the small-scale trader. It brings the benefit for them as well as explained by a
trader using some words such as “many buyers” (banyak pembeli), “business” (bisnis) and
“crowd” (ramai). In addition, she also remarked “rent house” (rumah kontrakan) to depicts the high
number of newcomers from other cities while they need the rent-houses while working at the smelter,
she said:
“I’m selling food and snacks beside the big street because of many buyers come from employees and near
residents […]- it has been crowded since smelter established in 2012. I am very grateful because our sales are
also in demand, a lot of houses are also rented out."18

Supported by the young man’s argument who has the biggest rented house as a family business in
Morosi, "I took care of the rent here. Initially, this was my family's house. Still, because more people
wanted to rent it, my big family moved to another village, and my father expanded our business"—also
added by the crane carrier PT. OSS, he said, "I have been working here over a year, and the rented house
and lodgment here is difficult".

Saya berjualan makanan dan jajanan dipinggir jalan besar karena banyak pembeli dari karyawan dan warga […]- sudah ramai sejak
smelter berdiri tahun 2012. Secara pribadi saya sangat bersyukur penjualan kami juga laris manis, banyak rumah juga disewakan
18
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Figure 10. Southeast Sulawesi agricultural productivity in the last three years. Source: BPS (2021)

In another time, the head of the Tolaki tribe told me that rapid change existed in Morosi since the
smelter company was established, particularly for the foreigner appearance. In this context, he refers to
the resident ID (KTP) and emphasizes that mainly worker IDs with the status foreigner, implied that since
the development of smelter, there had been many immigrants working in that areas, as he said: "Most
people do not have an id or resident identity card from the government here, so it means that they are
not permanent society most of them just employees who just rent the house and back sometimes” 19.
Here, a crane explained the difficulty to find a settlement as one of the phenomena in the Morosi area. In
contrast to the phenomenon in Morosi, Molawe residents more precisely feel the high price of food living
in villages near mining areas; a teacher mentioned that:
“The benefits of mining are only jobs chance for those who don't have or unskilled labourers. But here, the
food price is high; it is better in kendari (city centre) than the food price in Molawe, especially around the
mining areas. But I think the point is that this mine is useful, and helps the poor20 […]"

She explained the social and economic situation in terms of "unskilled labourers" (pekerja tidak
terampil) ", pricey" (mahal), "help poor" (menolong yang miskin). She confirms that the social and
economic impact only give job opportunity for society; however, because of their low education
backgrounds, they can only work at the level of labourers or unskilled workers. In addition, the high food
prices in mining areas make communities suffer more. According to the Indonesia Economic Prospects
(IEP) (2020), the high food prices in villages that are close to the mining areas are mainly caused by high
processing and distribution costs and difficulty of access because of infrastructure damage. The Molawe
sub-district located in the coastline area and broken infrastructure makes it more challenging to access
this area. Accessibility to the site is poor, especially during the rainy season, making transportation difficult
on the road in Morosi. In general, the community is also weak in terms of mentality, education, motivation
to explore opportunities because of the difficulty of access to technology and capital (Rahayu, 2014).
19

Mostly people do not have id or resident identity card from government here, so it means that they are not permanent society most of
them just employees who just rent the house and back sometimes
20
Keutungan tambang hanya pekerjaan yang memang tidak punya, atau tenaga kerja non-terampil, tapi disini harga mahal, lebih baik
di Kendari kalau dibandingkan ya, apalagi di area sekitar tambang.tapi saya pikir pointnya tambang berguna dan mampu menolong
yang miskin.
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4.2.2 ‘Dust money’ and “Corporate Social Responsibility’ are different aspects of social
assistance from companies
One of the interesting issues is the 'dust money' different from Corporate Social Responsibility. Dust
money means the compensation funds provided from companies due to their responsibility toward
distraction of mining activities; it can be consist of noise, dust, and pollution that are often generated
from transportation and factories (Tribunbatam.Id, 2018). Another definition, the 'dust money' is a
compensation fund based on the impact of activities; for example, in Molawe sub-district, a company will
give the money around 200.000 until 500.000 rupiahs per family head. However, along with the issue that
develops in the media, many people think that dust money is bribe money by the company to reduce
resistance from the local population (Tribunbatam.Id, 2018).
Starting from the positive presence of mining companies, particularly their assistance in helping the
community when a natural disaster happened, a teacher at an elementary school in Tapunggaya village
expressed that:
“ Mining companies help us if there’s a disaster and are very responsive; they work very quickly, they help
residents get their things out of floods and clean the house. However, there is no corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) assistance; we only accept dust money21.

In contrast, it happened not only natural disasters but also mud problems in Molawe. Hundred of
open-cast mines spread in the mountains, along the shoreline, and one of them is PT. Cinta Jaya was
established in 2017. Nevertheless, not all the open-cast mines worked within the stipulated area of their
mining business permits22 . They caused Molawe to be covered in mud, including the Elementary School
five of Molawe. The same situation in the Morosi, ash and dirt covered the school disrupted social and
learning activities. However, a small-scale food seller who lives near the Molawe market has a different
perspective about “dust money” she said that: […] even if we receive dust money, it’s useless because
we will be sick too23”. While, not all from residents’ areas will get 'dust money, as the clove farmer's wife
expressed:
"We have not received the dust money yet; even the Karang taruna24 did a demonstration because the
companies promised dust money, but, until now, there is no realization of them. While residents from us in
'Mowundo' village must receive dust money […] if you want to get dust money, you have to be registered in
the village government with the proof of family card."25

While an old fisherman also repeated corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in the coastline
Mandiodo: "There no CSR assistance from the company". Also, a government employee in Diolo village
said: "our expectation from the village government is only CSR, we were just given promises, but there is
no implementation until now". These repetition arguments showed that open-cast mining and nickel
smelter are not usual to give social assistance such as Social Responsibility (CSR) to the societies. While,
in the government perspective, the 'dust money' is not relevant and can not be categorized as social
assistance to society. A CSR must be applicated in a long term program in which the companies are socially
responsible to all of the stakeholders, particularly the wider community, to improve welfare and
prosperity since mining activity brought significant changes to their environment and social surroundings:

21

perusahaan pertambangan bantu kalau bencana responsif mereka kerja cepat, biasa mereka bantu warga keluarkan barang
membersihkan rumah tapi, tidak ada CSR di sini hanya uang debu
22
business license granted by the government to carry out the stages of general investigation, exploration and feasibility studies for
mining
23 percuma jiki dapat uang debut sakit jiki juga
24 Youth group in village level
25 Kami belum menerima uang debu; bahkan Karang taruna melakukan demonstrasi karena perusahaan menjanjikan uang debu. tapi,
sampai sekarang belum ada tindakan, sedangkan data dari pemerintah desa kami 'Mowundo' harus masuk sebagai masyarakat
penerima uang debu. jika ingin mendapatkan uang debu harus terdaftar di pemerintah desa yang memiliki kartu keluarga
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" The community in Morosi said they did not receive CSR assistance but only dust money. The important
knowledge from this information is that dust money is not a CSR; even dust money is not mentioned in the
regulation. CSR is companies obligation, PT.VDNI and PT.OSS must share their profits with the community by
creating community empowerment programs and developing long-term community potential activities. It
can not be made arbitrarily but has a long process and a mapping.”26

The provincial government employee used vertical information from the community to tell the
whole phenomenon society faced in Morosi. She confirmed that the district did not even receive any CSR
assistance. It was quite the opposite with exploitation impact that made traditional livelihoods had lost
and unproductive land due to the nickel mining activities. In addition, she mentioned that CSR must be in
the form of community development that can indeed explore the long-term potential of the village, not
simply money allocation for the society. Supported by the central government, namely the Eradication
Commission (KPK), it emphasizes that CSR in dust money is a mistake:
“ […] CSR should not be in the form of money but must be in the form of other assistance. It should be
appreciated as an inexhaustible help if the company is in one place; It is like two roads simultaneously and
sides by the side. The local government should be able to build something like that” 27

This argument hints that the real CSR must be in line with the company's profit. He demanded
that local governments be more responsive to CSR from both smelter companies in Morosi and open-cast
mining in Molawe. The provincial government should help realize this because the KPK is an institution
located at the national level. Seeing the government's position, KPK is far away from Southeast Sulawesi
and challenging to manage implementation directly from CSR.
Seeing this phenomenon, I then used the explanation stage on the critical discourse analysis,
which focuses on complex contexts about 'dust money' and 'corporate social responsibility. It gives an
explanation of how the ideology or view of the group was seeing the issue. Overall, their argument tends
to change the concept of heterogeneity into 'homogeneity' to show their experiences directly as a 'groups'
on the villagers that did not receive CSR in Morosi. While in Molawe the local population tend to
understand that dust money is a CSR and seek to obtain the compensation fund in the same way as other
villages that have received the fund.
The Community Alliance of Stone and Sand Miners (AMPBP) reported to Commission III of the
Southeast Sulawesi local council (Berita Kota Kendari, 2019) that PT. VDNI has had no CSR program since
its establishment in 2017. According to the DPR visit report, PT. VDNI requires a coal consumption of up
to 15.000 tons per month for its steam power plant with a capacity of 2x125 MW with 750,987 mt. The
dust increased air pollution during the combustion process (Berita Kota Kendari, 2019). Based on fact, the
dust money does not help reduce the environmental damage and relieve the traditional livelihoods in
Morosi and Molawe sub-districts,

4.2.3

Local workers vs foreign workers (grass-roots level)

The position of the local workers versus foreign workers is the hottest issue in the economic case about
the nickel mining in Southeast Sulawesi, not only because of the salary gap but also because of the loss of
knowledge and technology transfer basic requirements to import the foreign workers. I have found that
foreign workers have jobs equivalent to Indonesian workers who are blue-collar workers. In this section,
I still used the micro-level in Critical Discourse Analysis to facilitate community perceptions. They used the
other discourse, talks and speech as a reference to show the breadth of the issue as it spreads among
local workers.

26

saat mengevaluasi dampak sosial penambangan nikel open pit di Morosi, masyarakat mengaku tidak menerima bantuan CSR
melainkan hanya menerima uang debu. Yang penting dari sini adalah uang debu bukan CSR. CSR merupakan kewajiban perusahaan
untuk membagi keuntungannya dengan masyarakat dengan membuat program pemberdayaan masyarakat dan mengembangkan
kegiatan potensi masyarakat jangka panjang. Tidak bisa dibuat seenaknya, tetapi memiliki proses dan pemetaan yang panjang. Bahkan
uang debu pun tidak disebutkan dalam peraturan tersebut. Kerusakan lingkungan ini tidak akan terjadi jika usaha pertambangan yang
memiliki izin pertambangan juga bekerja di tambang terbuka tetapi, buktinya mereka menyewakan izin dan tanah kepada kontraktor.
27 CSR tidak boleh dalam bentuk uang tetapi harus dalam bentuk bantuan lain. Itu harus dihargai sebagai bantuan yang tidak ada
habisnya selama perusahaan berada di satu tempat; Ini seperti dua jalan yang secara bersamaan dan berdampingan. Seharusnya
pemerintah daerah bisa membangun seperti itu
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The local population in Morosi also agreed that there was a
significant change of village development and bringing positive
impact to the community. However, for the local workers in the
smelter, the salary still does not guarantee their prosperity
besides facing conflict issues in the work environment. Therefore,
the company tried to minimize the opportunities and causes of
conflict through various approaches. First, In the context of
prosperity, one of the smelter employees works in PT. OSS
mentioned about "salary" (gaji) in which he noted that:
"Chinese salary is much different from ours as the controller said,
they would get a high paycheck, not below 20 million rupiahs, for
example, the type of work is like Foreman. If they are just
ordinary employees 15 million rupiahs every three months while
we are only in salary based on regional minimum wage around 4
million rupiahs with a very high and dangerous workload"28.

Overall, the local worker mentioned two strong words
namely “high paycheck, not below 20 million rupiahs” (gaji tidak
Figure 10:
dibawah 20 juta), “regional minimum wage” (upah minimum The local workers after work in
regional) and “high and dangerous workload” (beban kerja yang smelter in Morosi. Source : Author
tinggi dan berbahaya) to elaborate work condition in Morosi
smelter. While another employee added other information about different conditions between laborers
in smelter, which is a factory and open cast mining that business extractive:
"We got salary based on Regional minimum wage, and working hours, unlike working in a mine in North
Konawe, their salary is higher because they work as contractors while we are labourers. When I entered the
company in 2018, my friends and I used broker […]; they also looked at the diploma certificate. Suppose the
prospective worker has a bachelor's degree. In that case, the position will be better. If they only received high
school diploma like us they just become the blue-collar workers29".
Figure. 11 open-cast mining and contractors digging the ore nickel in the mountains. Source: Tempo.co & author

28

Gaji orang Cina beda jauh dengan kita seperti yang dikatakan pengawas, mereka akan mendapatkan gaji, tidak di bawah 20 juta
rupiah, misalnya jenis pekerjaannya seperti Mandor, tapi kalau mereka hanya pegawai biasa 15 juta rupiah setiap tiga bulan sedangkan
kita hanya di gaji berdasarkan upah minimum regional sekitar 4 juta rupiah dengan beban kerja yang sangat tinggi dan berbahaya
29
Kami mendapat gaji berdasarkan “upah minimum regional” dan “jam kerja” Tidak seperti bekerja di tambang di Konawe Utara,
gaji mereka lebih tinggi karena mereka bekerja sebagai kontraktor sementara kami sebagai buruh. Juga, ketika saya memasuki
perusahaan pada tahun 2018, saya dan teman-teman saya menggunakan broker […]; mereka juga melihat sertifikat diploma. Misalkan
calon pekerja memiliki gelar Sarjana. Dalam hal ini, posisinya akan lebih baik. Jika hanya lulusan SMA seperti kita mereka hanya
menjadi pekerja kerah biru
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These two arguments continuously explain the prosperity gap in the nickel business sector. They
mainly argue that, even though they get a job opportunity as a labourer, the salary does not immediately
guarantee the well-being of the workers because they get a small salary but with a heavy workload. The
contrast is even clearer if they compare to the miners who work in open-cast mining or contractors who
run businesses in heavy equipment services; offered renting heavy equipment to excavate raw materials
on the ground. Usually, they also provide a driver for these equipment.
Furthermore, these gap salary issues are widely referred from the online newspapers and social
media such as (Instagram, Facebook, etc.) which indicate that conflicts often occur in the smelter area
and become a regional issue. To emphasize, conflicts inside or outside the company area, a researcher
from Tadulako University confirmed: "The conflict I have seen is just because of salary issue, this conflict
was also announced in the newspaper and often occurred last year in 2020, there were two conflicts with
victims the details I know from social media, there was an attack between residents and local employees30.
Therefore, the company missions is to prevent conflict by using various methods such as “foreign
workers are not allowed leaving the smelter and barracks” (tidak diijinkan untuk meninggalkan area
smelter dan barak). The Head of Diolo village mentioned this statement: “my friend who works in a
smelter said Chinese people are not allowed to leave their smelter areas and barracks”31. In addition, one
of the PT.VDNI employees also mentioned that: "If I see the Chinese people all live in the barracks in the
company area, they never go anywhere, they stay inside, then to enter the Chinese mess, you must have
ID or identification"32.
The similar case also happened in Open-cast mining Molawe, North Konawe, as said by one
resident: “[…] Mr Wang his name, from China who owns the big company also in front of my home (stone
mine). People said their barracks is not ready yet still in progress, but after work, they usually go straight
to the dormitory33”. Some of these sources referred to tacit vertical information (no references and only
present at this time) to strengthen their argument that Chinese (the foreign workers) are prohibited from
leaving their company area. They make these rules for preventing many conflicts with local society; as
previously reported in the media, "conflict happened not only from inside but also from the public". One
of the PT.VDNI employees even refer to the ID; visitors who want to visit Chinese barracks should prove
their identity or obtain permission from the company. It means that unauthorized persons are prohibited
from entering the foreign worker's residence.

30

Konflik yang saya lihat hanya karena "masalah gaji" konflik ini juga diumumkan di koran dan sering terjadi tahun lalu pada tahun
2020, ada dua konflik dengan "korban” detailnya saya tahu dari media sosial, terjadi "serangan" antara warga dan "pegawai lokal"
31
Teman saya yang kerja di smelter mengatakan bahwa orang China dilarang meninggalkan smelter area dan barak.
32
Kalau kulihat orang China ya itu-itu ji, mereka semua tinggal di barak didalam perusahaan. Mereka tidak pernah keluar-keluar jadi
didalam terusji. Kalau misalnya mauki masuk di barak China harus punya ID
33
Mr. Wang namanya yang punya perusahaan tambang sama juga dengan tambang batu didepan rumahku. Orang-orang bilang mess
nya belum jadi masih dibikin, tapi kalau habis kerja mereka langsung pulang ke barak.
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Chapter 5
Maneuver and strategy
In this chapter, I will discuss about the component politics of scale to analyze the policy
recentralization of nickel mining in Indonesia. The first component of the politics of scale is
‘manouver’ and ‘strategy’, which means the actor’s motives behind their decision and action. This
component also can be used in understanding various arguments while the interviewees still try to obtain
at the same time advantageous outcomes from the conversation (Andone, 2010) It is also important to
remember that maneuver is always the basis of specific institutional contexts but in conventionalized
activities that can only be seen from empirical and careful observations (Andone, 2010). Furthermore, to
analyze deeper the ‘maneuver’ and ‘strategy’, I used the three-component of Critical Discourse
Analysis, namely, description, interpretation and complex context, to understand clearly the central point
from the arguments of the interview and the ideology that reflects their discourse.
From the chapter of 'Manouver' dan 'strategy', I found the maneuver in a unique business system
in open-cast mining in Molawe, North Konawe. It was reflected by a hierarchy whose highest level was
led by the holders of mining business permits obtained by the government. They have the authority to
rent their land and get a big profit from this rental from the mining company and contractors. In
comparison, the grass-roots level is still positioned as the menial workers at the lowest level. At the same
time, the government has a strategy to become a centre of nickel industrialization by building smelters in
several locations. They also stopped exporting raw material to increase its added value, previously
damnified and damaging the environment.

5.1 Maneuver in the mining business sector
In this section, I try to elaborate on maneuver first; it means a series of actors' motives to get their interest.
In this context, the company conducts the business initiation to get the opportunity to manage nickel
resources and gets as much profit from reserve nickel resources. Overall, there are two sections, first is
about their working mechanisms, while I am using the linguistic way at the affiliation scale as the business.
Second, I used the descriptive way to study the business affiliation from intertextuality and
interdiscursivity.

5.1.1 The unique system on open cast-mining in Molawe
In this section, I want to elaborate on why the mining system in Molawe is different and crucial to
discuss. Overall, the open cast mining system in Molawe only consists of eight mining business
permits (IUP), while the heavy equipment contractors that work for digging the raw material of nickel for
the owner of mining business permit are hundred. Therefore, learning the business system from this
phenomenon will bring us to understand the economic hierarchy from mining business activity in
Southeast Sulawesi. To explain, I use the institutional dimension known as meso (affiliation) in the critical
discourse analysis, which mainly focuses on interviewee speech about themselves as members of a group,
institution, or collective activities, for example, the Head of Mining Engineering (KTT) from PT. Cinta Jaya,
who talks about their company working mechanism in exploring nickel as the followed argument:
“ The total areas of PT. Cinta jaya is approximately 309 Ha […] our company is big; different from the other
companies because we already have own the mining business permits. Then, we use heavy equipment
contractors so, they will bring their stuff into our mining site, then digging and produce the ore nickel with
share result system according to their production but, we as mining company also act as the seller.”34

34

Kalau PT. Cinta jaya itu luasnya kurang lebih 309 hektar. Sepertiga luas dari itu terdiri dari perkampungan dan laut jadi sekitar
200an hektar. Kami sendiri yang punya Izin Usaha Pertambangan, lalu kita pakai kontraktor alat jadi mereka bawa masuk alatnya
mereka produksi nanti pakai sistem bagi hasil sesuai dengan produksinya dan ketika penjualan kita yang jual
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KTT of PT. Cinta Jaya35 classifies business phenomenon into five classes: The big mining, mining
business permits, heavy equipment contractors, sharing result and production. The head of mining
engineering PT. Cinta Jaya said that their company is big because of PT. Cinta Jaya is the only company
who acts as a mining business permit owner and mining company that digs the ore nickel directly using
the contractors. Historically PT, Cinta jaya was also the first mining company that entered Molawe subdistrict in 2007 and carried out nickel mining activity in mountainous areas due to excavations or
exploration. These activities are then categorized as “mineral mines C” (Tambang galian C) according to
the decree of the Minister of Home Affairs of Indonesia number 32 of 1991, which means “a mining
business activity which includes exploration, exploitation, processing/refining, transportation and sales”
and until now, in Molawe there are eight mining companies with their own mining business permits issued
by regent, governor and ministry (see table 4).
Table 4. Mining Business Licenses in Molawe.Source: ESDM (2021)
No.

Company

Total areas

Term Pemits

Issuing office

1.

PT. Aneka Tambang

16.920 Ha

2010-2030

Regent

2.

Rizki Sinar Bio

220 Ha

2017-2032

Regent

3.

Kabaena Kromit Prathama

102,60 Ha

2010-2030

Regent

4.

Bumi Nikel Nusantara

386,490 Ha

2018-2032

Governor

5.

Sumber Bumi Putera

218,210 Ha

2012-2032

Governor

6.

PT. Cinta Jaya

309.000 Ha

2017-2027

Governor

7.

Bumi Konawe Minerina

616.000 Ha

2017-2027

Ministry

8.

Riqki Biokas Pratama

251 Ha

2019-2032

Regent

However, he also mentioned that they rent “heavy equipment like contractors” (kontraktor alat
berat), which the second interviewee also said. It consists of dump trucks and giant excavators to dig raw
nickel ore (Supardi, 2018). Furthermore, the “mining business permits” (izin bisnis pertambangan) and
“heavy equipment like contractors” (kontraktor alat berat) are rewarded by the contractor workers in PT.
CPK but the main point is when he said about the limitation to master the mining business license; he
noted that:
"Many companies are above in the mountains of the Tapunggaya and Awila areas, but they only consist of two,
or we can say only limited companies that have mining business permits and the rest just contractors who
work for them even there is an illegal activity. The mining business permits owners to have land, but
contractors like us go to them and buy the ground for about 10 or 20 hectares and search for nickel ore. Then
the ore nickel was sent to the buyer, but we usually sent it to Halmahera in North Mollucas”36

Head of mining engineering and employee from PT. CPK contractors both agree that “mining
business permit” is an important key, as reflected by overwording. In this context, the mining business
permits are considered the key to getting permission to manage areas full of nickel from the ground. In
addition, there is a clear strategy from the meso level or affiliation of the heavy equipment contractors to
get the profit by buying the land; it is around 10-20 Hectares from mining business permits owner.
As well as there is a strategy from the mining business owner to get more profit by leasing the land
to the contractors with the sharing result system. There are eight mining business permits located in
Molawe, employing approximately 180 contractors using the share result system. The “share result” (bagi
35

PT Cinta Jaya is one of the biggest nickel mining company in Molawe. According to the decree of ministry energi and natural
resource they are one from eight mining company that already have the mining business permit in Molawe.
36
Banyak perusahaan diatas tapi kalau mining business permit cuma ada dua saja tapi kalau kontraktok banyak sekitar seratusan.
Mekanismenya adalah pemilik mining business permit punya lahan tapi kontraktor seperti kita masuk ke pemilik mining business permit,
kami beli lahannya sekitar 10 hektar atau 20 hektar baru kita cari biji ore nickel itu, lalu dikirim tergantung buyer nya biasanya kami
mengirimnya ke halmahera
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hasil) system was applied in the total digging of nickel in tons with “sales results” (hasil
penjualan). Furthermore, the head of mining engineering PT explains the contractor working mechanism.
Cinta Jaya also mentioned two keywords, namely, “contract” (kontrak) and “minimum charge” (biaya
minimun), he explained that:
"The heavy equipment contractor is paid variously, there are also per hour, but there is a minimum charge
when we take a contract for such an excavator. For example, the minimum charge is 200 hours; it's different
for a month. If it is monthly basis and depends on the unit, the year of car production 2020 […] around 55
million per month per unit"

The head of mining engineering tries to explain the payment mechanism with contractors such as
"minimum charge" (minimal pembayaran) and "contract" (kontrak) as an essential requirement to pay
contractors and agreement document between them. PT. Cinta Jaya is an example of a mining business
permit holder and a mining company in Molawe. Still, many mining companies scattered in the Mandiodo
mining block do not have permits and only buy land from permit owners to look for nickel by renting
heavy equipment. Realizing the mining business phenomenon, mining business permit owners have the
highest position to own the land and forest site through mining business permits.
Furthermore, they will sell and rent part of the land to the mining company. Then, the mining
company will lease back the equipment contractor to extract nickel ore. Finally, the existence of an opencast mining business at the grass-roots level will fill their opportunities to work in contractor services to
carry heavy equipment or become drivers.
Figure. 12. two mining companies in Molawe, North Konawe. Source: author

To conclude the business mechanism in open-cast mining Molawe, I try to elaborate hierarchy in
the figure (see figure.10). This hierarchy is mainly controlled by the owners of mining business permits
consisting of eight large mining companies in Molawe. Then, the smaller mining company spread over
Mount Malawi at the second level, particularly in the Tapunggaya and Mandiodo blocks. Usually, at this
level, many fictitious companies do not get official permits from the government or illegal activity, for
example, since 2010 land 500 Ha originally owned by PT. Aneka Tambang has been overlapping ownership
with another smaller mining company. Then, it was followed by the third level of contractors hired by
mining companies to excavate ore nickel on the ground using heavy equipment, paid with hourly contracts
and other conditions such as a profit-sharing system and hourly rates. The last one is the workers,
generally from the grass-roots level from the nearest village or outside the city who are interested in
working as a driver and other menial jobs.
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Figure 13. business hierarchy of mining ore nickel in Southeast Sulawesi. Source: author

Mining Business Permit Owners

Mining company

Contractors
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5.1.2 Market globalization
In contrast to chapter 5.1.1, that focus on the interpretative or discursive, this section focuses on
using the explanation stage from the phenomenon, which is the application of the third assumption on
the critical discourse analysis. The aim is to show the relationship between language used and social reality
with empirical dialectic. Language also influences the social reality and the way around (critical realism or
validation) (Fairclough, 1992). First, I use market globalization as the ideology and the government
strategy. It means the interaction process and governance integration in export and import transactions
(buying and selling nickel ore worldwide) since nickel is an essential element in infrastructure,
transportation and lithium battery electric vehicles (Zen et al., 2021). In this context, the condition of
'globalization' tools, several interviewees, such as the Coordinating Ministry for Maritime Affairs and
Investment, stated that the world's nickel demand aligns with the energy transition tradition. People
worldwide want to reduce the use of carbon fuel and replace it with metal commodities in clean energy
used in electric vehicles, for example, trade globalization which shows several countries like China, US and
Europe selling and producing the commocity in large quantity electric vehicles (see figure. 14)
Figure 14. Electric vehicles trade globalizations. Source: WTO (2021)

Furthermore, Indonesia strives through nickel downstream to supply the world's nickel reserves.
It makes Indonesia a centre for electric car production in the world. This strategy is based on data from
ESDM electric car components. According to the first cost, 35% of the cost comes from batteries, 15%
from electric motors, and 50% from other components. At the same time, the battery component in
electric cars that is widely used is nickel by 80%, both from the type of battery nickel-cobalt aluminum
(NCA) and Nickel-Mangan cobalt (NMC811). As a country with largest reserves in the world with a share
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of 23.7% of the whole world, through the government, Indonesia has determined the globalization market
to increase economic development and the centre of electric vehicles.
The second tool from the Critical Discourse Analysis to analyze the maneuver is commodification
in the form of marketization. In general, it means a socio-cognitive forms of the transformation of trading
commodities that exchange everything or any object of economic value (Fairclough, 1992). For example,
the Kemenkomarves employee tried to link industrialization context with processing domestic nickel
mining into policymaking strategy by developing nickel smelter-based industrial estates in three areas in
Indonesia, namely, Morowali Konawe and Central Kalimantan (will discuss in 5.2.2 part of the government
strategy). In addition, in the form of industrialization and marketization, commodification indicates a
market-oriented state and restructuring process by changing the law and policy (Wang et al., 2020). For
instance, Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (ESDM) employee mentioned several terms to show
the institutional strategy from Indonesia government towards marketization and national
restructurization such as: investment, industrialization, added values, and trade balance.

5.2 Government strategy
In the strategy context, I focus on seeing what actors do to manipulate scale or adopt specific strategies
by legalizing policy documents or issuing the data to show the urgency. In this context, I use the complex
context in critical discourse analysis of the government sector to see the interviewee's arguments
regarding regulations or laws in their discourse. Overall, due to the omnibus law and the Mineral and Coal
Law number 3 of 2020, the government focuses on increasing investment through the construction of
domestic smelters. Also, the market globalization and nickel downstream developing Indonesia as a
centre for electric car production globally and the prohibition of nickel exports to maximize domestic
production.

5.2.1 The main problem of bribery is from the mining business permits; it is the main
source for the ‘Regional Election’
This section focuses on using the explanation stage on the critical discourse analysis. This stage also
applies the third assumption linking the relationship between language use and social reality in a dialectic
way. The learning point from the social practice stage is it has a discourse that shapes and is shaped by
social structures in terms of belief systems at the macro or institutional strategy level (Fairclough, 1992).
One fact that I found from the nickel mining phenomenon, particularly by the government, is granting a
mining business permit, also used as political funding in the political campaign in many cases in Southeast
Sulawesi. The employee from the deputy for coordination and supervision of corruption eradication
commission (KPK); said that:
" Many cases of mining corruption in Indonesia, one of which is the case of the Southeast Sulawesi governor's
arrest operation (OTT) and Kendari Mayor OTT who allegedly received bribes from the president director of
PT. Sarana Bangun Nusantara using the Public Works official road project then asked for 6.79 billion in goods
and services, but it turned out to be used as a campaign for his father, who is a governor."37

The KPK employee mentioned mining corruption happened many times in the mining sector,
particularly in Southeast Sulawesi. KPK is the agency that has the task to do an “arrest operation” (operasi
tangkap tangan) in the context of the corruptor taking state money in cash so that it is not recorded in
the circulation of money in the bank. They found that money bribes given by the mining company to the
37

Banyak kasus korupsi pertambangan di Indonesia salah satunya adalah kasus operasi tangkap tangan (OTT) gubernur Sultra dan
OTT Walikota Kendari yang diduga menerima suap dari direktur utama PT. Sarana Bangun Nusantara dengan menggunakan proyek
jalan dinas Pekerjaan umum, kemudian meminta 6,79 M barang dan jasa namun ternyata digunakan kampanye untuk bapaknya yang
seorang Gubernur
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regional head were used for “campaign funds” (dana kampanye). Another example case is the governor
of Southeast Sulawesi, who is also a member of the political party, the national mandate party (PAN), in
2016. He was arrested because of the bribery case granting the mining business permits involving the
Regent of Buton and Bombana (Rumah Pemilu, n.d). In the latest case, the regent of North Konawe, also
a politician from the democrat party, is considered to have cost the state up to Rp. 2.7 trillion for accepting
bribes of Rp. 13 billion from several companies.
" Currently mining business permits are no longer granted directly but through auctions. So the authority of
the regional head is reduced. However, the sources of corruption turned to bribery and procurement cases.
Now the main problem of bribery is in licensing, and this mining business permit included as the main source
of regional elections"38
An employee from another deputy also mentioned that the “regional election” is also related to the

“campaign” (kampanye). This discourse indicates the natural resource sector is often used as a transaction
tool by officials and entrepreneurs to buy and sell land or mining business permits. The officials need large
funds to campaign capital and maintain their position. Meanwhile, the entrepreneurs need a permit to
run their mining business. Besides that, political parties become the engine of the birth of the oligarchs in
the regions (Rahma et al., 2021). An oligarchy is a power structure consisting of elite individuals, families,
or companies who can control something. In this case, it is a mining oligarchy, thereby facilitating
corruption at the local government level. For example, the former regent of “Kabupaten K” issued 254
out of a total of 654 mining permits in the district in preparation for the gubernatorial election. The
oligarchs occupy high positions in the government, both legislative, executive and judicial, in local
government (Rahma et al., 2021) (see figure.15. The example of oligarchy in Southeast Sulawesi).
However, not only in the regional, but the central government also experienced this phenomenon.
Based on the report on the cost of the campaign for the presidential election at the General Elections
Commission (KPU), 86% of the total campaign fund donations for one of the 2019 presidential candidates
came from parties related to the mining oligarchy. Another case, the decision-maker also identified as a
mining businessman. Weel expressed by Indonesian Corruption watch, 2020 that executive institutions
also own the mining company and spread from coal, nickel, and other minerals. A government expert
said that:
“That's why one of the ministers, "X", is having problems with an NGO because he is accused of dominating

the mining company[…]. Not much different from the region case where the rulers and business people are
in power so only the two subcultures are benefited [...] while the social/community subcultures can't do
anything what, how do you calculate it? Judging them from the level of education, health and income, but if
you don't find a significant change, the mining sector for the national development is undoubtedly a failure 39“

38

Saat ini izin usaha pertambangan tidak lagi diberikan secara langsung tetapi melalui lelang. Jadi kewenangan kepala daerah
berkurang. Namun, sumber korupsi beralih ke kasus suap dan pengadaan. Sekarang, masalah utama suap ada di perizinan, dan izin ini
termasuk dalam pemilihan kepala daerah
39
Makanya salah satu menteri, "X", bermasalah dengan LSM karena dituduh mendominasi perusahaan tambang[…]. Tidak jauh
berbeda dengan kasus daerah dimana penguasa dan pengusaha berkuasa sehingga hanya dua subkultur yang diuntungkan [...]
sedangkan subkultur sosial/komunitas tidak bisa berbuat apa-apa, bagaimana cara menghitungnya? Dilihat dari tingkat pendidikan,
kesehatan dan pendapatan, tetapi jika tidak menemukan perubahan yang signifikan, sektor pertambangan untuk pembangunan nasional
tidak diragukan lagi gagal.
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Figure 15. mining oligarchy in one of the regency as the largest mining-producing district in Indonesia. Source : Sjafrina,
et.al , 2013

A government expert mentioned “the rulers and businessman are in power” (para penguasa dan
pebisnis berkuasa) which means there are no boundaries between the government and entrepreneurs
because they can work together or combine two professions in one profession at once. For example,
policymakers or rulers can also join a business sector. From the three sub-cults between
“policymakers/rulers/government”, “business”, and “society” in good governance, the society is in a
vulnerable position. At the same time, opportunities for doing corruption can occur during planning,
utilization, or supervision. For this reason, from policy formulation, the direction of the policy and its effect
on other sectors are very continuous with each other.

5.2.2 Institutional strategy to develop smelter based industrial estates
I use the analysis of the macro level or known complex context to interpret interviewees argument
related to the policy, regulations or law. In this context the government concern about their part as
country and as the key of national development. In fact, they use words that are related to the policy and
guideliness which organizes themselves. Starting from the grass-roots level a pincara (raft) carrier,
referring to “government permission”, to explain that: “there is no rejection from villagers because they
(mining company) obtained permission from the government40.
Several words such as the “government permission” (in pemerintah) is related to the “mining
business permits” (izin usaha pertambangan). Since the enactment of the omnibus law in the mining
permits handed over to the central government, while the local governments are no longer authorized to
administer mining permits. All authority is given to the central government through the OSS website
40 Tidak ada perlawanan dari masy.karena mereka memliki izin dari pemerintah
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(Online single submission) to get the mining business permits. Talking about regulations, the head
divisions of Forest protection and surveillance in forestry agency expressed that:
“In this province, there are two government products, namely the regency law legalized by the regent with
the local council, the second regulation for the provincial regulation issued by the governor. These regulations
arrange the management of protected and production forests and issues the mining business permits.
However, after the law minerals and coal (minerba) number 3 in 2020 in the framework of omnibus law
mining permits only can be issued by ministries at the central government scale and allowing mining activity
in protected forests”

The interviewee used words such as “council” (dewan perwakilan), “governor” (gubernur) and
“regional regulation” (peraturan daerah) to depict actors who have the authority that allows forests
exploitation through mining business permits. However, he also described a policy change about omnibus
law. which, the local government had the extraordinary authority to control and issue mining business
permits in the framework of regional capacity. However, currently, the ministry's current mining business
permits and permission to use forest areas as the central government. As well another argument from
the ministry of maritime and investment at the central level; said that:
As directed by the president, we are currently evaluating the impact of nickel industrialization in three
districts, namely in Morowali, Konawe and Central Kalimantan, for instance, VDNI and IWIP companies. We
are aiming to develop nickel smelter-based industrial estates in three areas and now we are in the process
stage, even though, there is always debate if there is a natural intervention”41.
Figure. 16 Smelter, PLTU and Jetty in Morosi. Source: author

He uses several words such as "industrialization" (industrialisasi), "nickel smelter", and "industrial
estates" to explain the current government strategy about management nickel and answer. At the same
time, there is an ecological change in Southeast Sulawesi (see 4.1 about description in the context of
41

Sesuai arahan Presiden, saat ini kami sedang mengevaluasi dampak industrialisasi nikel di tiga kabupaten yaitu di Morowali,
Konawe dan Kalimantan Tengah, misalnya PT. VDNI dan IWIP. Kami bertujuan untuk mengembangkan kawasan industri berbasis
smelter nikel di 3 area yang tidak sedang dikerjakan dan dalam proses. Selalu ada perdebatan setiap ada intervensi alami
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environmental impact). He mentioned that the institutional strategy behind the environmental change is
to promote vision towards the smelter based industrial states. It will be mainly implemented in three
locations in Indonesia, including Konawe, which is mainly centred on the Morosi sub-district.
In addition, the change in authority from the previous local government back to the local government
is vital to discuss from the perspective of politics of scale. The main reason is that the local governments
that previously had full power to regulate their regions with enacting this policy became powerless.
Meanwhile, Indonesia is also currently facing the challenge of increasing revenue at the local level, while
limited capacity will hinder effective decentralization as stipulated in article 23 of 2014.

5.2.3 Prohibition of nickel exports, the institutional strategy of central government
In this section, I continue talking about the macro level in the interpretation or discursive stage in the
critical discourse analysis. It still focuses on the institutional strategies which are identic with the policy
product or government vision. The Deputy of mining from Kemenkomarves agency in the central level,
with the task of monitoring and supervising investment, expressed his opinion about their institution
strategy:
"[…] The ban on raw nickel exports will directly bring in foreign investments pursuing nickel materials to
Indonesia. It will increase the amount of investment. […] we expect something bigger in terms of economic
impact and an increase in the added value of nickel […]so that the export value of nickel processed products
will help reduce Indonesia's current trade balance."42

The interviewee said, “ban of raw nickel exports” (larangan pengiriman ekspor nikel) to explain the
new regulation within omnibus law43. This regulation is concerned about the prohibition of raw nickel
exports directly to other countries. The first goal is nickel can be processed domestically, second,
Indonesia has natural resources reserves of 8.2 WLT metric tons with a nickel reserve capacity of 7-8 years
that can increase the “amount of investment” (nilai investasi) and third, raw ore nickel that is not
exported can be used domestically that also can create more selling value (CNBC Indonesia, 2021).
Indonesia's primary focus is on natural resources such as nickel, bauxite and copper, which is also an
advantage over other countries (see figure 17). Therefore, since implementing the ban, Indonesia now
has around 56 smelters domestic smelters. (ESDM, 2021). The government turned to a strategy where
the economic transformation changed from primary to value-added (downstream) based industries. The
ban on exports of raw goods started with nickel in 2020, bauxite in 2022 and copper in 2023. The
Indonesian economy is estimated to increase from USD 1.1 billion to USD 20 billion from this export ban.

42

Larangan ekspor nikel mentah akan langsung mendatangkan investasi asing yang mengejar bahan nikel ke Indonesia. Ini akan
meningkatkan jumlah investasi. kami mengharapkan sesuatu yang lebih besar dalam hal dampak ekonomi dan peningkatan nilai tambah
nikel sehingga nilai ekspor produk olahan nikel akan membantu mengurangi neraca perdagangan Indonesia saat ini
43 The Omnibus law is a simplification of the regulations of Law Number 11 of 2020 concerning Job Creation. With the Omnibus Law
method, the Indonesian government revised 79 rules into one law, namely the Job Creation Act (UUCK), consisting of 186 articles and
15 chapters with 47 Government Regulations 4 Presidential Regulations as Implementing Regulations covering eleven sectors namely,
Clusters of government administration, guidance and supervision, investment requirements, simplification of business licensing, ease of
doing business, small and medium enterprises, employment, land, economic zones, facilities for government projects, innovation and
research, and sanctions clusters.
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Figure 17. strategy of baning to export the raw natural resources that has ecological damage in Indonesia.
Source:BPKM(2021)

One way to do this is by implementing a ban on nickel ore shipments of less than 1.7% (low-rated);
it took effect on January 1, 2020, based on Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources Regulation number
11 of 2019. Another keyword also expressed by the interviewee is “trade balance” (keseimbangan
perdagangan) who said that: “The development industry is expected to increase added value so that the
export value of nickel processed products will help reduce Indonesia's current trade balance [..]. One of
the government missions is reducing trade balance because Indonesia previously only sent raw materials
abroad and re-imported them as nickel processing products from exporting countries which, of course,
caused an increasing number in industrial prices (Lisa C. Kelley, 2019).
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Chapter 6
Conceptions and Ideologies by Social Actors
The second component of politics of scale is ‘conceptions’ and ‘ideologies’ by social actors, which means
a set of beliefs from an individual or, more significantly, in a group system that characterizes a particular
culture. The ‘conceptions’ and ‘ideologies’ explain the different ideas from scale and what activities should
happen behind the scale or control the mining. I start by discussing scale level in the local population and
the power distribution between the central and local government to measure their authority.
From the component of ‘conceptions’ and ‘ideologies’ I found that people in general do not know
about the government’s authority. The public has never explicitly mentioned the different agencies
regulating and monitoring nickel in the mining site, whether about the power of central or local
governments. At the same time, the grassroots level also do not look like a different authority or is still
invisible on the difference authority between central and local governments. While the local government
believes that with the implementation of minerba law, they have limited authority while the budget is still
little to carry out surveillance in large mining fields. However, the central government needs to unite the
mining business permits so that there will be no more corruption by regional heads.

6.1

Local community perspective

In this section, I focus on seeing the local population perspective about the government and their
authority within scale at the grassroots level. I use the interpretation stage from linguistics in CDA by using
analytical tools such as wording, over-wording, metaphor and rewording (alternative word) to elaborate
it. The main questions in this section are: How do local communities and other actors depict authority of
scale both of central and local government in managing nickel resource management.

6.1.1 ‘I dont know exactly, but recently, the regent himself opened the mine inauguration
in front of my home
In the local population, they tend to share their experiences with a lack of interpretation, it shows
their limitation of understanding and knowledge of what scale is. One example, the society does not
discriminate between 'central and local government', but they also say there is no significant change in
their area if there is recentralisation policy of nickel mining. For example, the Head of Diolo village noted:
"I don't know, but the government often visits my village, but it's not related to the company but an
internal government problem"44, and arguments from dump truck carriers at PT. OSS who said: "I don't
know if supervisors have ever walked into my workplace in PT OSS or government people, but so far I
haven't seen them (government)45
The word "I don't know" (saya tidak tahu) is a form of overwording which shows that the
community in general does not know the real authority between the central government or the local
government. Also as said by a student who lives in the Mandiodo village area that:
" [...] for centralization and decentralization, I don't exactly understand […]as far as I know the centralization
of this policy is directly from the central government. However, about five years ago, when mining started in
Southeast Sulawesi, decision making was still from the governor. In my opinion, if the management of either
44 Saya tidak tahu, tetapi pemerintah sering mengunjungi desa saya, tetapi itu tidak terkait dengan perusahaan tetapi masalah internal

pemerintah
45 Saya tidak tahu apakah pengawas pernah masuk ke tempat kerja saya PT OSS atau orang pemerintah seperti Anda, tapi sejauh ini
saya belum pernah melihat mereka
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the provincial or central government is not significantly different, but maybe mining will increase the
economic value because in the past, my friend, who is a small mining company, could easily get permits” 46

This interviewee used the word "I don't exactly understand" to explain her personal opinion about
authority between the central and the local governments. Furthermore, she uses the keyword of
"centralization" (sentralisasi) to link the "central government" (pemerintah pusat) and "governor"
(gubernur) as policymakers in the "decision making" (pembuatan kebijakan), which in the last five years
has played a broad role in nickel management. She then emphasized one policymaking by saying "permits"
(izin). In this context, she emphasized that one of her friends was able to get "easy permits" in the past
from the governor, who had the power to issue permits as the head of local government, to form small
mining companies permits before the recentralization. In addition, a teacher who lives on the coastline of
the Molawe sub-district expressed his opinion: "I think for the management if you want to build a mine,
you have to go in the central government, I don't know because this is like mining in front of my home,
recently the regent himself directly opened the mine inauguration […]”47.
Another interviewee, a secretary of Tanah Indah, said the same thing; he said that: "If the district
government came, I don't completely understand because they (government) didn't go through us but
directly to PT. Virtue Dragon Nickel Industry" 48 . From that argument, he reworded the word "less
understand" (kurang mengerti) by saying "I don't completely understand" (saya tidak sepenuhnya
mengerti). Repetition four times by four different people shows that the public's understanding of the
influence between the local and central government in nickel management is low. However, the keyword
"regent" (bupati) is still used to indicate the authority of "mining inauguration" (peresmian tambang)
carried out by the regent as a representation of the local government.
The Regent reflects the authority in the regency scale, while the governor leads in the province level
. Before the implementation of omnibus law and mineral and coal regulation, they both had full authority
issuing mining permits and had the right to conduct inauguration of mining sites in Southeast Sulawesi.
According to Regional Autonomy Law 23 of 2014, it states that "the provincial government is tasked with
issuing non-metallic mineral and rock mining business permits in the context of domestic investment in
mining business permit areas located within 1 (one) provincial area, including the territory of the Republic
of Indonesia up to the sea of 12 nautical miles”.
In conclusion, the phenomenon of less understanding of government authority shows an excellent
hegemony of power from the government that affects the lack of public perspective. However, another
factor can reflect the closeness of information from the government to the public. It indicates there is a
game behind the matter. If there is openness, the community will reciprocate information in public
opinion and more significant problems such as protests (resistance) may occur. These can also be
motivated by other factors such as background, work, education and social communication. Still, their
general knowledge of government authorities can also be formed from the community's social experience
from what has happened in their neighbourhood related to nickel mining and how the government can
regulate it, with the authority that has been given under the laws and regulations.
Hegemony of power also happened in the local government, an employee of energy and mineral
resources province said: "regarding changes to the law or technical problems, we also often discuss and
comment on the central government activities, but they say we will tell the leader in Jakarta first". This
phenomenon implies the hegemony of power at the community level and even in the government
perspective. Another phenomenon is when the mining inspector at the Ministry of Energy and Mineral
46

Untuk sentralisasi dan desentralisasi detailnya saya kurang paham […]setau saya sentralisasi kebijakannya ini langsung dari
pemerintah pusat namun, sekitar lima tahun yang lalu waktu awal-awal masuknya tambang di Sulawesi Tenggara, pengambilan
keputusan masih dari gubernur . Menurut saya, kalau pengelolaan baik dari pemerintah provinsi ataupun pusat tidak berbeda secara
signifikan tapi mungkin tambang meningkatkan nilai ekonomi karena dulu teman saya yang notabenenya perusahaan tambang kecil
dapat membuat izin dengan mudah
47 Menurut saya kalau pengurusan mau buat tambang itu harus ke pusat itu saya tidak tau juga karena ini seperti di depan ini bupati
langsung yang buka ini tambang tahun2 lalu pas peresmian bupati ada. baru baru ji ini
48 Kalau pemerintah Kabupaten datang itu saya kurang tahu juga karena tidak melalui kami tapi langsung ke PT. Virtue Dragon Nickel
Industri
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Resources rejected the interview. One of the law experts in the Indonesian government, Najwa Shibab,
said that: "[...] politicians are used to hiding clarity or sometimes exaggerate their interests [...]. They tend
to hide information and not be transparent to the public [...] the default is to hide or cover up something,
maybe their intention is not bad, but they are afraid the effect of his speech will be a blunder so that they
seem to be covering up.

6.2 Perspective on the central and local government
This section analyzes the power distribution between the local and central governments more
deeply, focusing on their scale authority to manage nickel resource management. In this context, the
central government is the highest authority that oversees the lower hierarchy in the nation, such as local
governments in the province and regency areas that do public service and are close to the community
(Azami Nasri et al., 2020). In addition, the local government refers to the administrative levels that are
geographically localized and have limited powers. Local governments in Indonesia are regulated in
regional autonomy laws in which the central government delegates its authority to local governments to
run the government (Yakub et al., 2018). As a unitary state, Indonesia places local government as the
second level of government (Yakub et al., 2018).

‘ 6.2.1Limited authority’ of the local government perspective on managing nickel
There is a main perspective ideology of local government about recentralization and reflected in
two different attitufrom tdes, namely, normalization and resistance. Some local governments that is
implement technical policies for the environment, such as the Environment and Forestry Service (DLHK)
and the Forestry Office as environmental supervisors, prefer to behave in 'normalization'. Which means a
process in which ideas and behaviors may fall outside social norms are perceived as a 'normal' situation,
in this context, is government activity. For example, normalizing all forms of rules and regulations set by
the central government as instruction must be carried out. For example, an employee at the department
of energy and mineral resources from the provincial level expressed her opinion about implementing law
number 3 in 2020 about minerals and coal:
“ […] even though the field of supervision was already within the ministy of mineral resource, however, it is
very limited. Therefore, there is still a need for supervision from the local government to directly
accommodate the areas considered illegal mining areas. Then, the mining area immediately included or
classified in the Regional Spatial Plan (RTRW) system. It is important because many regional criminal cases
enter or are sometimes not recorded in the RTRW, so we ask the local government to re-examine it […]49

The interviewee emphasizes keywords “supervision from local government” (pengawasan dari
pemerintah daerah) for the better optimal supervision on the nickel management system. Same
perspective on “limited” (terbatas) is “do not have authority” (tidak memiliki kewenangan) also mention
by the head of the provincial ESDM division; he said that:
“[…]We don't have the authority, so what's the point of the regional autonomy law? If they want to withdraw
the autonomy law first […]even though we were also given money, we don't see it; our tails are held, while
no one had supervised the central government activity. Our desire is licensing distribution of mining area, for
example, 200 ha for the local government while 1000 Ha the central government. Because the ones who
know the field the best are we […] currently, we started to arrange, but we don not know any more company
that has a license so only the mining inspector that knows it as the central representative in the province, and
we cannot control the CSR because we don't know IUP holders who are working with, while they usually live
outside Southeast Sulawesi, such as in big cities like Surabaya” 50

49

walapun di bidang pengawasan sudah ada Kementerian ESDM namun terbatas untuk itu masih perlu adanya pengawasan dari
pemerintah kabupaten untuk segera mengakomodir area yang dianggap area penambangan ilegal dan segera dimasukkan atau
diklasifikasikan dalam sistem Rencana Tata Ruang Wilayah (RTRW) ke area penambangan. Hal ini penting karena banyak sekali kasus
pidana daerah yang masuk atau terkadang tidak tercatat dalam RTRW untuk itu kami minta pemerintah daerah memeriksa ulang
50
Kami tidak punya kewenangan, lalu apa gunanya UU otonomi daerah? Kalau mereka mau mencabut UU Otsus dulu […]padahal
kami juga diberi uang, kami tidak melihatnya; ekor kami ditahan, sementara tidak ada yang mengawasi kegiatan pemerintah pusat.
Keinginan kami adalah perizinan pendistribusian areal pertambangan, misalnya 200 ha untuk pemerintah daerah sedangkan 1000 Ha
untuk pemerintah pusat. Karena yang paling tahu bidangnya adalah kami […] saat ini, kami mulai mengatur, tetapi kami tidak tahu lagi
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Base on the interview with ESDM agency, he mentioned “issuing permits” (mengeluarkan izin) from
his authority before regulation of law number 3, 2020 which is “authority is returned to the central
government” (kewenangan dikembalikan ke pusat). Another keyword such as “mining inspector”
(inspektur tambang) was also mentioned. It means a government employee who is given task as the
person in charge of supervising the implementation of good mining engineering principles and processing
and/or refining techniques (ESDM, 2018). Last, ESDM employee also said “set standard price”
(menetapkan harga patokan) (HPM) for collection nickel. Based on the Regulation of the Minister of
Energy and Mineral Resources Number 11 of 2020 concerning the Third Amendment to the Regulation of
the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources Number 7 of 2017 concerning Procedures for Determining
the Benchmark Price of Metallic Minerals and the Benchmark Price of Coal, the sale and purchase of nickel
are required to refer to the benchmark price of minerals (Ekonomi Bisnis.Com, n.
However, with the adoption of licensing authority, the slow process of profit-sharing from nickel
management and strict supervision of local governments without reciprocity to the central government
has made the local governments lose their independence in carrying out regional autonomy. It is also
stated by research from Rahma in 2021 about The natural curse of natural resources in Indonesia that the
total abundance of natural resources does not significantly affect the region's economic growth rate. Still,
the abundance of mining and mineral resources has a significant negative effect on economic growth.
Besides that, natural resource revenue-sharing funds negatively affect economic growth and
negatively affect the status of monitoring and evaluation examinations by financial audit institutions in
local governments, which then positively affects poverty. One of the problems is the head of the Southeast
Sulawesi province environmental service revealed was that the government's control did not work:
“The obstacle so far is that supervision depends on the budget. If we carry out supervision, we must go to the
field and it requires funds that are sometimes not allocated. So we usually do passive surveillance by reading
their reports”51

From interviewee, he mentioned the “budget” (anggaran) to explain that the main factor that does
not run optimally is the budget so that local governments tend to only carry out “passive surveillance”
(pengawasan pasif) in monitoring and evaluation activities so that it is not in depth. Other keyword
“budget” (anggaran) was also expressed by head division of forestry agency who said that:
“Monitoring and evaluation go back to agency funding; we may only have four companies to visit. The
remaining 54 companies have permits that we cannot monitor one by one. ; On the other hand, our portion
is small. Its supervision from the ministry's technical unit is also ineffective […]if there is a budget regulation,
it will follow”52

Overwording words of “ limited budget” (anggaran sedikit) shows that providing services with a
small capacity and a small budget reflect a few monitoring and evaluation activities by local governments.
Completed supervision issue by the head of Diolo village; he expressed that:
“ […]several problems happened in a month, so people from the local government are the ones who solve
the problem. Army and police are involved in security, but if problems happen in the company, people from
the local government always come into”53

perusahaan yang memiliki izin sehingga hanya inspektur pertambangan yang mengetahuinya sebagai perwakilan pusat di provinsi, dan
kami tidak bisa mengontrol CSR karena kami tidak tahu pemegang IUP yang bekerja sama, padahal mereka biasanya tinggal di luar
Sulawesi Tenggara, seperti di kota-kota besar seperti Surabaya
51
Inspektur pertambangan itu di luar kita, melekat di kantor ESDM. Yang menjadi kendala selama ini hanya terkait pengawasan,
kadang juga tergantung anggaran, kan kalau kita melakukan pengawasan harus turun ke lapangan dan butuh dana yang kadang tidak
dialokasikan. Jadi kita biasanya melakukan pengawasan pasif dengan membaca laporan mereka
52
monitoring dan evaluasi itu kembali ke pendanaan dinas, kita mungkin hanya memiliki empat perusahaan yang bisa kita datangi,
sisanya 54 perusahaan memiliki izin yang tidak bisa kita pantau satu per satu. ; Sebaliknya, porsi kita dalam pelayanan kecil.
Pengawasnya dari unit teknis kementerian juga tidak efektif. Karena pengelola di lapangan harusnya yang mengawasi karena dia
secara kasar membuka pintu ke hutan, yang praktis adalah level manajemen; kalau ada regulasi anggaran, akan mengikuti
53
pemerintah juga sering masuk ke tambang karena kan disitu tidak terlepas dari masalah, boleh dibilang masalah dalam sebulan itu
beberapa kali jadi yang menyelasaikan masalah itu ya orang dari kabupaten. Dan sekarang ini sudah melibatkan TNI/Polri dalam
pengamanan itu tapi kalau persoalan dalam perusahaan itu selalu didatangkan orang dari pemerintah kabupaten
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Another problem is the profit-sharing fund between the central and local governments, which
balances national and regional development. However, the profit-sharing fund is unstable, slow and
uncertain. It is reflected by the principle of "by origin”54 The mining sector still does not provide high
significance for local development and community empowerment near the mining sites, for example, an
increased number of poor people that lost their livelihoods. One example of a district in Indonesia'
Bojonegoro' in 2015 projected would receive 900 billion rupiahs from the revenue-sharing fund; however,
they got only 700 billion rupiahs and caused losses to the government (Kementerian keuangan, 2017). For
this reason, even though there is a formula for calculating profit-sharing funds between central and local
governments, the right to access progress and data transparency must give to the local governments.
Figure 18. Supervision hyrarchy. Source: author

Mining inspector as
Central government

Provincial
government

District government

Police and Army

The interviewee mentioned a keyword “ Army/ Police in security” (TNI/Polri dalam pengamanan) to
support local governments in conducting supervision; this is mainly done when there are violations of law
and tighter security in mining areas. The main reason is the enormous problems in Open Cast mining in
each district/city in Southeast Sulawesi need an enormous authority to tackle this. For this reason, the
Indonesia Army & Police Republic of Indonesia (TNI/Polri) become reinforcements to help local
governments deal with several problems, especially cases of illegal mining. For example, in 2019, after the
flash flood that caused extraordinary losses that reached 474 billion and nine thousand of the community
evacuated, the Indonesian Police Chief was willing to investigate the alleged damage in southeast
Sulawesi forests due to land conversion issue.
To illustrate the monitoring mechanism in mining in Southeast Sulawesi (see figure 18. compilation
of the hierarchy of supervision authority), the central government controls the highest level, represented
by a mining inspector. The governor chairs the local government, and the department of energy and
mineral resources oversees the district government report the results of mining supervision in each
district. Then on a local scale, the army and police assist control and resolving conflicts.

6.2.2 Central government authorities
Furthermore, the central government uses the ideology of naturalization for nickel management.
Naturalization is an ideology where policymakers make various efforts to change heterogeneity into
homogeneity. In this case, heterogeneity is classified into multiple government authorities that can issue
the mining permits such as ministers, governors and regents by uniting services into one door, namely
Online single system (OSS), which is a form of homogeneity within the framework of good governance.
Recentralization policy reflected in business licensing in all sectors authority was delegated to the Ministry
of the Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM) in the OSS system; supervised 16 other ministries in issuing
business permits. Starting with the perspective from the Head of the Forest Area Mapping Agency (BPKH)
emphasized the distribution of power in nickel management:
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where the producing regions get the most value, namely 32% and the province 16%, then the surrounding regencies/cities (equity) by
32%.
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“ In my opinion, the main reason for legislation law number 3 of 2020 about minerals and coals is 'security'.
Otherwise, mining business permits will continue to be issued by regents, various governors, and anyone can
issue the mining permits, so there must be one authority and not all of them […]”55

From the argument of the head of the BPKH, he mentioned “security” (keamanan) as a keyword in
explaining the vital function of the new regulation in regulating the minerals, especially nickel, in Indonesia
to prevent corruption. Since 1999, local governments have held the mining permits and supervision in
their respective areas of government, but since the enactment of Law 3 of 2020, the central government
has taken over several forms of authority to prevent forms of abuse of power particularly, since the
increase in corruption in the mining sector.
Table 5. Mineral and Coal Mining Governance after the delegation. Source: Capital Investment Coordinating Board,(2021)

No.

Authority

Human Resources

Budget

Facilities and
Infrastructure

Organization

Function
Licensing/
permits

Central
government (OSS)

Local employee

Local government

Local government

PTSP/ESDM

1.
2.

Coaching

Governor

Local employee

Local government

Local government

ESDM Agency

Governor

Mining inspector

Central government (IT
Specialization Operational)

Central government

3.

Supervision of
technical and
environmental aspects

Technical
implementation Unit
(UPT)

Governor

Supervising officer

Central (Special Operation
Supervisory Officer)

Central government

4.

Supervision of
Mastery Aspect

Technical
implementation Unit
(UPT)

However, since implementing the omnibus law in 2020, the central government took back the
authority of local governments to issue mining business permits, so there are several pros and cons from
local governments. Another opinion comes from the government expert who said about the environment:
“The motivation of the central government to take over the nickel licensing authority is that the central
government is responsible for the affairs because they see the impact of environmental management due to
nickel being not good by local governments who take local revenues […] such as lithium. To rehabilitate the
ecological damage because he thinks the area cannot get rid of acne from the environment even though it
can manage permits.”56

He believes that the other reason for the recentralization in the nickel mining sector is the
environmental aspect. He also has the naturalization ideology in which the central government takes back
the authority to improve the quality of the environment and rehabilitate the ecological damage.
Furthermore, the actual dividing task can be seen in table five. It shows that the governor still has a big
authority in supervising the environmental aspect by cooperating with the mining inspector and the
budget is from the central government.
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“ Berdasarkan UU no 3 tahun 2020 itu efeknya menurut saya yaitu ‘pengamanan’ kalau tidak ijin usaha pertambangan selama ini
akan terus dikeluarkan bupati, gubernur yang bermacam-macam dan siapapun bisa mengeluarkan sehingga harus ada 1 otoritas yang
memegang perizinan, jadi tidak semua ngeluarin ijin. Jadi kalau mengurus perusahaan harus ke pusat mengeluarkan rencana penataan
batas lalu surat itu yang dibawa kesini oleh perusahaan tadi, nah surat itu membahas instruksi kerja. Nanti kalau pekerjaanya sudah
sampai 80% dia minta lagi supervisi hasil kami sudah
56
motivasi pusat mengambil alih kewenangan perizinan nikel adalah pemerintah pusat bertanggung jawab terhadap urusan karena
mereka melihat dampak dari pengelolaan lingkungan akibat nikel itu tidak bagus oleh pemerintah daerah yang mengambil pendapatan
asli daerah […] seperti litium mungkin urusana itu ditarik ke pusat dengan asumsi supaya mereka bisa melakukan rehabilitasi terhadap
kerusakan lingkungan itu karena dia menganggap daerah tidak mampu merapikan jerawat dari lingkungan itu walupun mampu
mengelola ijin-ijin
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Chapter 7
‘Space and Power’
The third component of Politics of scale is 'space' and 'power'; it depicts how scale is given in
something not neutral, particularly by the most significant authority that has enormous power. As
mentioned in the previous chapter regarding the distribution of power between the central and local
government, however, it is not neutral from the assumptions of some parties. Also, it is not ideal as it is
written in regulation even contrary to the regional autonomy law; it eliminates Another case scale
politicized or institutionalized by some actors, giving rise to resistance from the rebellion or other actors.
I found that, first, they mainly talk about the incredible power of the company in systematically
bringing foreign workers to their neighbourhood in Morosi. The second power is that the local community
and the traditional groups feel great power in controlling their communities. They often become
assistants to local governments, particularly in a plan to resolve conflicts. The third is related more to the
government authorities, which has big power in the decision-making process but also get resistance from
the society. In addition, I found that interesting thing is in Indonesia, the political parties have more power
to bypass the 'scale' of government.

7.1 Local community perspective about government scale
I use the first stage of critical discourse analysis, namely description or linguistic ways at the grassroots
level, to analyze their responses based on their observation. The local population tends to say perceptions
based on their experience or their experiences. For this reason, the study of linguistic ways helps analyze
the community's views in assessing how much power they have in their environment in Southeast
Sulawesi.

7.1.1 Usually, the Chinese workers will ‘come and turns’ with ‘rolling system.’
In this section, I focus on knowing to what extent the company's authority in nickel management, either
in the form of exploitation or filling the labourer (see 4.2.3 “Local workers vs foreign workers”). I try to
check the grassroots level relationships and communications with mining companies in this context. Based
on reality, the grass-root actors might have an experience or even become eyewitnesses of nickel
exploitation. Generally, the actors use different keyword choices, which indicates the context of the
company's authority is wider. For instance, a driver in the level of the community, Kamal (34) on duty for
picking up Chinese workers from Kendari's Haluoleo airport to Morosi sub-district, which is 33 km away
or in one hour journey; he said that:
“From 2010 I picked up the Chinese workers to go to open-cast mining or smelter in Konawe; usually, my
friends and I took seven to ten cars to the airport, 100 workers went home, and 100 workers came, so they
were rolled up because my function was to pick up and drop off. So, it's been coordinated, go straight to the
airport, then get in the car [...]57

The driver used three keywords to explain the phenomenon of workers' phenomenon: pick up
Chinese workers, rolled and coordinated workers. The word “pick up Chinese workers” (mengambil
pekerja China) means that the community widely practised the work type like the local drivers picking up
the foreign workers. Even the word “already coordinated” (sudah terkoordinasi) conveys the connotation
of foreign workers' arrival and departure system’ in Southeast Sulawesi province. Likewise, the term
“rolling”(diputar) is a metaphor used by interviewees to describe the systematic arrival of foreign workers.

57

Dari tahun 2010 saya menjemput pekerja China untuk menuju ke pertambangan atau smelter nickel, biasanya saya dan teman-teman
bawa 7-10 mobil ke bandara, 100 orang pulang dan 100 orang pulang jadi diroling karena saya fungsinya antar jemput. Jadi
semuanya, sudah di kordinir langsung masuk ke Bandara kemudian langsung naik ke mobil kadang bahkan saya bawa sampai ke
Morowali
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This rolling system is carried out periodically by sending 100 workers home and 100 people returning to
work at the Morosi Smelter area.
Figure 19. The foreign workers in the Haluoleo airport. Source: CNN Indonesia (2019)

A local worker in PT. OSS also mentioned the same topic with the working rolling system, he has a
task to measure amount of iron as processing result from nickel then sent it to China, he said: "[…] some
Chinese workers returned to their country and did not come back, so the company sent new Chinese
employee again, I see the rolling is per month or three months […]maybe because they are tired"58. Mr
Jumali uses three keywords to explain his experience in seeing the company's management, namely
"returned to their country" (kembali ke negaranya) and "sent new Chinese employee" (mengirim kembali
pegawai China baru) again and "rolling per month" (digilir perbulan). This argument shows the condition
of Chinese workers working in smelter areas, the company's anticipation of employees who no longer
want to work or whose contracts have expired, and the time for sending new workers.
Based on the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources data, the number of foreign worker arrivals
to Indonesia, including the smelter area in Southeast Sulawesi province, increased sharply in 2020,
reaching 98,902 people. Most of them came from China at 35,781, equivalent to 36.17% (Djazuli, 2021).
The migration of Chinese workers in the Konawe district, especially the Morosi area, each year increases
by approximately 500 people, and in 2019 the total Chinese workers at PT. VDNI and PT.OSS59 numbered
around 1000 people (Iskandar et al., 2021).
Table 6. The workers in three giants company in Konawe. Source: Konawe Department of labor (2019)

Furthermore, the high number of foreign workers should provide high foreign exchange for the
Indonesian people, but workers cannot be taxed with a rolling work system for three months. In addition,
other problems come from illegal workers. For example, in mid of March 2020, around 49 Chinese foreign
workers entered Haluoleo Airport, Southeast Sulawesi. In April, another 500 people arrived in South
Sulawesi for transit to Morosi (Suryadinata, 2020). Controversy arose when local authorities said they
were illegal workers on three-month visit visas and not work visas. A different perspective by the Central
government as the authority that issues foreign work permits claimed that they had proper visas and work
58

Beberapa pekerja China kembali ke negaranya lalu tidak kembali ke Indonesia, jadi apa yang perusahaan lakukan yakni mengirim
kembali pegawai baru, saya lihat perolingannya sebulan sekali, mungkin mereka lelah
59 company from China which is engaged in nickel smelter which is located in Morosi District, Konawe Regency, Southeast Sulawesi
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permits (Suryadinata, 2020). As a result, the local government does not have the power to prevent the
entry of foreign workers into Southeast Sulawesi.

7.2 Traditional Institution as a backup of local government
The institutional dimension consists of central and local government and a traditional institution. At
the same time, Southeast Sulawesi’s traditional institutions have a significant impact in leading the local
population. This power is influenced by conventions (not written rules) passed down from generation to
generation, obeyed thoroughly by both the community and foreign workers. This traditional institution
named Tolaki tribe inhabits mostly in Southeast Sulawesi. They are mainly found in Kendari, Konawe and
Kolaka as the Mekongga Raya kingdom. Until now, provincial and district deliberations are very fond of
being held together with the Tolaki tribe to preserve their customs with their motto Medulu-mepokoaso,
mokora Ronga nunulai, which means fostering a spirit of togetherness.

7.2.1 “We are Tolaki tribe” together with the local government, open the forest areas
(perspective from the traditional institution)
The presence of traditional groups such as the Tolaki tribe was beneficial for the local government,
especially in carrying out their duties to maintain order and resolve regional conflicts, especially between
local workers or incomers. From the traditional group perspective, they have a major function in helping
local government to help resolve disputes and clear forest land. For example, the village head of Diolo
stated their identity:
“Conflicts occur almost every day in the Kapoala sub-district; they have problems with the company nearly
every day. But to deal with the conflict, the village traditional leader here, who is old […], is the head of the
customary institution that regulates everything. However, the chaos of traditional institutions can enter
and be resolved without involving the apparatus.”60

The village head Diolo explained that one customary village leader (from the old group) could
handle the main conflict in the conflict-prone Kapoiala sub-district, for example, the case anggriness of
fishermen of PT. VDNI results in income losses due to significant ship traffic (Media Kendari, n.d). Another
example is the head of the village of Porara who said: "If there are problems that can be resolved, it is
through adat by customary institutions [...] if there is a dispute that can be brought to the custom domain,
then if it cannot be resolved, then it is brought to the police” 61 and the argument of a civil servant who
served in Konawe Regency said, "the name of the punishment is peohala, and it depends on the family of
the victim who wants to ask what then the problem is placed (collected) according to tradition”62. Thus,
the village's head of Porara reaffirms that traditional institutions can manage any chaos without involving
law enforcement officers.
Customary law or traditional law (unwritten) is the main reason that rules the local society as
mentioned by the government employe "peohala", which means punishment. Peohala or punishment in
Konawe regency given to the perpetrator according to the size of the violation made based on Tolaki
customary law; it can be in the form of money, sarong, shroud and its customary contents. In addition,
the lawbreaker must give money to the victim and carry out the ritual of slaughtering cows. Then, the
meat will give people who feel aggrieved from the problem or distributed free to society. Uniquely,
newcomers or residents will obey local conventions and maintain the customary law as an ancestral
heritage carried out for a long time. The Chieftain uses 'Kalo Sara', which symbolizes the application of
customary law to reconcile problems. Besides, 'Kalo Sara' represents social class in the Tolaki indigenous
60

Konflik hampir tiap hari terjadi di kecamatan kapoiala mereka hampir tiap hari bermasalah dengan perusahaan. Tapi untuk
menangani konflik tersebut ketua adat desa disini yang sudah tua […]dia kepala lembaga adat yang mengatur semuanya,
bagaiamanapun kekacauan2 lembaga adat bisa masuk dan bisa selesai tanpa melibatkan aparat
61 Kalau ada permasalahan yang bisa diselesaikan adalah melalui adat oleh lembaga adat […] kalau ada sengketa yang bisa dibawa
ranah adat lalu apabila tidak bisa diselesaikan baru dibawa ke kepolisian
62 nama hukumannya adalah peohala dan tergantung pihak keluarga atau si korban mau meminta apa kemudian yang bermasalah
didudukkan (dikumpulkan) secara adat
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community by pointing three values; education, politics and peace (Astuti et al., 2015). The traditional
leader of Tolaki then tells how they were confirmed:
"For traditional institutions, it is inaugurated by the regents per sub-district collectively, then the district level;
they all are called. After being gathered, the traditional leaders are called after that in the sub-district. All the
tolea speakers in each village are called tonomotuo; if potubo is a sub-district, it means the elder one. The
institution's composition is Tolaki, led by a traditional leader named Pitobu where his behaviour will carry the
traditional image of the area, there is a traditional bearer called Tolea and passed on to the customary
recipient or pa'bicara. They are the core members who at the same time lead the direct members of the
'Posudo' who are tasked with organizing traditional sacred events where the posudo will not speak and move;
they only rely on sign language" 63 (see figure 39)
Figure 20. Tolaki Organization. Source: interviewee

tonomotuo
Tolea
Posudo

Pitobu
Pabicara

Potubo

Figure 21. Tolaki tribe use kalosara to consider of tribe punishment/peohala. Source : Teksil Media Kendari (2018)

Based on the arguments of the Tolaki customary leader, their group is an official customary
institution recognized and confirmed by the mayor or regent of the district. The inauguration shows that
traditional institutions are used as a two-way communication forum to the government and the
community. Their job is to assist the government in managing peace and order in the regions. Besides
that, another task of the Tolaki customary institution is clearing forests in collaboration with local
governments. Because customs are upheld, traditional rituals are still often performed to honour the
spirits of ancestors who own the forest; like said by the head of Porara village said that "Because if it is
customary land, it can also be called ancestral land for customs". In addition, the chairman of the Tolaki
Traditional expresses that:
"In the Tolaki custom, things like clearing land and open forest, all of them have residents ' non-human or
supernatural beings. So the system is that we have to say permission even though we can't see it, our
ancestors have sacrificed through slaughtering animals to ask for this forest processed by the industry. To the

“Untuk lembaga adat diresmikan oleh bupati per kecamatan secara bersama-sama. N di tingkat kecamatan dipanggil semua. Setelah
berkumpul, pemuka adat dipanggil setelah itu di kecamatan, semua pa' Penutur tal tolea di setiap desa disebut tonomotuo, jika potubo
adalah kecamatan, berarti yang tertua. Susunan adat dimana kepala suku disebut Pitobu, pabicara adalah ketua dewan perwakilan
yang melayani raja, Posudi sebagai anggota langsung yang mengarahkan anggota hadat biasa (masyarakat) dan sarta yang mengatur
jalannya proses adat dan hanya menggunakan bahasa isyarat
63
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creature, so there is no disturbance when the forest is overhauled because it has been given. So, a ritual was
held at that time, so they were free to process, and even then, sometimes, there were still disturbances […]”64

He tried to explain the importance of holding a

Figure 22. Open forest ritual the Tolaki tribe with
local government. Source: Teksil Media Kendari
(2018)

ritual to clear forest areas or 'Mosehe Wonua'
used as industrial sites such as mining and
smelter areas. This ritual will usually be
attended by the government, religious leaders,
military, local communities,
especially
traditional leaders. The event was held on a
large scale, lively and full of wisdom. This ritual
adheres to animistic beliefs and dynamism but
is currently adapted to Islam as the religion of
the majority of Indonesians. Mosehe Wonua is
a routine schedule for local governments,
especially the North Konawe Regency, to
manage and clear forest areas every year (Astuti
et al., 2015).

Overall, In the mining sector, this
traditional institution has two functions: solving problems/fights/cases in the community, especially in
mining areas. This fight increased significantly since social life dynamics were higher due to many
newcomers coming to smelter areas, both Indonesians and foreign workers. Usually, the community will
solve the problem at the tribe level, which the Tolaki adat will resolve. Only when the issue cannot be
resolved will it be brought to the police officer.

7.2.2 Demonstrators against the decision-making process of omnibus law
One of the local community's strategies in voicing their opinions is through demonstrations. The
community and students joined the rebellion to raise issues related to the mining issue in their
environment. This demonstration attracted a lot of attention from the national media in raising the
subject of their resistance to the omnibus law regulation, which was considered beneficial to corporate
and detrimental to society.
I focus to see the deliberation system starts at the village level before discussing the rebellion; in
the Morosi sub-district, two residents expressed their general opinion on deliberation. For example, a
teacher with government employee status who lives on the coastline said: "Village deliberation meetings
are often here65". Then, the wife of a clove planter in Mowundo village said: "I and my neighbour often
meetings together because coincidentally beside our house is the former chairman of the Village
consultative body (BPD)"66.
Overall, from the result interviewees they use some rewording to expand their answers, such as
“deliberation meetings” (musyawarah) and “village consultative body (BDP)” (Badan Permusyawaratan
Desa). These sentences indicate the interviewees are familiar with the deliberation words and even they
a BPD is an institution to carry out periodic meetings in the community to obtain aspirations under the
auspices of the village government, filled by members who are also democratically elected in one region
“Dalam adat Tolaki, hal-hal seperti membuka lahan dan membuka hutan, semuanya memiliki penghuni 'non manusia atau makhluk
gaib. Jadi sistemnya adalah kita harus mengatakan izin meskipun kita tidak bisa melihatnya, nenek moyang kita telah berkorban melalui
menyembelih hewan untuk meminta hutan ini diproses oleh industri. Kepada makhluk itu, agar tidak ada gangguan ketika hutan
dirombak karena telah diberikan. Jadi, diadakan ritual pada saat itu, sehingga mereka bebas untuk mengolah, dan itupun kadang masih
ada gangguan”
65 Musyawarah sering diadakan disini
66 Kalau kita atau tetangga sering rapat dengan desa juga. Karena kebetulan disamping rumah itu mantan ketua BPD
64
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(Wulandari et al., 2021). The results of these aspirations are then conveyed to the village government
either orally or in writing to become a draft village regulation or draft aspirations to the district and city
council government (Wulandari et al., 2021).
To analyze the deliberation phenomenon a Head of Diolo village also expressed his opinion: "For
frequent meetings between village heads in Morosi sub-district we discussed problems such as company’s
issues, welfare and recruitment, if there is a problem the company often calls us but if the good things we
are not called"67. He use four different keywords namely, “frequent meeting” (pertemuan yang sering)
that show he and his head of village peers frequently conducting meetings with the company, however,
in the context assistance (see. chapter 4.2.2 about Corporate Social Responsibility) expressed methapor
in the “good things” (hal-hal baik) thay they were “not called” (tidak dipanggil).
Then, I continued with the decision-making process in the central government related to the
omnibus law. The decision-making process phenomenon shows how the bureaucrat and political actors
put and position the society and reflect the system and ideology recognized by the state. For example, a
Commission Eradication Corruption employee who has a big task in the mining monitoring in Southeast
Sulawesi and obligates to recommend as the evaluation result said that:
"[…] The process of Law 3 of 2020 Minerba in the Omnibus Law framework is very noisy, and there are
indications that the narrative is directed to several mining companies to facilitate the control of forest land.
Supposedly, companies should return forest and land management to the state and reclamation when mining
permits are completed. However, the regulations were cancelled and gave concessions to businesses to
continue mining permits without other reclamation […] for example, a ban on exports of 1.7% nickel ore but
then relaxed, which directs how business through this regulation stands in their favour."68

KPK employees tried to explain how the policy formulation process refers to Law Number 3 of 2020
concerning Minerals and Coal. He referred to one article from the regulation, which gives profit to the
business group. It happened due to the many articles changing some mining companies' obligations. He
also refers to the articles in the Minerba Law that can lead to multiple interpretations and provide benefits
for business actors.
The magnitude of the influence of mining companies in the formulation of omnibus law policies is
seen where the state provides rewards for relaxation of royalty payment obligations if they can provide
economic value for minerals and coal in Indonesia. This relationship can be said to be reciprocal to the
state. Not only that, to facilitate investment, mining entrepreneurs can extend the IUP without having to
carry out rehabilitation. Job creation and mineral and coal law are two examples of legal products ratified
by officials affiliated with oligarchs and nickel and coal mines. Even though this policy outcome benefits
the company, the phenomenon of this policy outcome is very detrimental to the future of the
environment; entrepreneurs' involvement in policymaking can potentially produce profitable legal
products. Kemenkomarves, as the Coordinating Ministry for the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources,
expresses its opinion regarding conflicts of interest in the policy formulation; he said that:
"[…] The government will pay attention to input the requests from various parties before the policy is set.
Then there will be negotiations and maybe public consultation before the rules are placed in the agendasetting, formulation and policy determination. […] with all standard and operating procedures. Then some
pros and cons which is spread in media are common in forming regulations, so the government is familiar and
has considered many aspects when taking the policy […]"
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Untuk pertemuan antar kepala desa sering dan membahas mengenai perusahaan seperti kesejahteraan, persoalan yang seringterjadi
perushaaan dan rekrutmen, kalau ada masalah karyawan kita sering dipanggi perushaan tapi kalau yang bagus bagus kita tidak
dipanggil
68
Proses UU 3 Tahun 2020 Minerba dalam kerangka Omnibus Law sangat riuh, dan ada indikasi narasi tersebut diarahkan ke
beberapa perusahaan tambang untuk mempermudah penguasaan lahan hutan. Seharusnya, ketika izin pertambangan selesai,
perusahaan harus mengembalikan pengelolaan hutan dan lahan kepada negara dan reklamasi. Namun, peraturan tersebut dibatalkan
dan memberikan konsesi kepada pelaku usaha untuk melanjutkan izin pertambangan tanpa reklamasi lainnya, misalnya, larangan
ekspor bijih nikel 1,7% tetapi kemudian dilonggarkan, yang mengarahkan bagaimana bisnis melalui peraturan ini berpihak pada
mereka
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The Corruption Eradication Commission employee also tries to explain that although the decisionmaking process and procedures were under the standards, the government did not carry out coordination
and clarification or what was known as "policy socialization". He referred to the "Job Creation Law" to
provide an example of one policy product that failed to disseminate policy results with a second reference
to the media as a communication tool distributed massively to the public. Regarding the policy
socialization, the Deputy for Coordination and Supervision of the Corruption Eradication Commission then
revealed:
" […] there is no socialization of the work copyright law; […] not any government website try to clarification
and coordinate of all kinds. […] no answer to any regulation points, instead, media updated that "the points
of omnibus Law is noted this and contradict with this...." also, the government feels that law had published,
but the reality is not […]" 69

The Deputy of Coordination and Supervision referred to the government website to explain that
there was no form of policy socialization attached to the ministry's website to illustrate the points of the
omnibus law. This interviewee also repeated the word media to emphasize that the government did not
publish the omnibus law overview and big facts until the media spoke up about it. On the other hand,
policy socialization has been arranged hierarchically in Indonesia through Law Number 12 of 2011
concerning Indonesia's 'Protocol for the Establishment of Legislation'. The regulation states that before
becoming a law, the draft law must be disseminated to the public through the ministry or the House of
Representatives (Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat, 2021). Thus, Ministries and other Institutions must carry out
socialization because it is regulated in Law No. 12 of 2011 concerning the principle of openness, which
should be required to carry out socialization, regulation, preparation, etc. It must be reported to all levels
of society.
Figure 23. Decision-making process of omnibus law in the central government scale Source: Detik.com (2020)
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tidak ada sosialisasi undang-undang hak cipta karya; tidak ada situs web pemerintah yang mencoba mengklarifikasi dan
mengoordinasikan semua jenis. Tidak ada jawaban untuk poin regulasi apa pun, tetapi sebaliknya, media telah memperbarui bahwa
"Undang-undang tentang semua jenis penciptaan mengatakan ini dan bertentangan dengan ini "Sementara pemerintah merasa bahwa
undang-undang telah diterbitkan
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The lack of socialization and the inequality perceived by the media as a means of information to the
public finally attract more attention from the public. The information tool also confirms a contradictory
issue in forming regulations that should become a national issue. An employee of the Corruption
Eradication Commission (KPK) in the field of mining supervision said:
“[…] When the Omnibus law was enacted, why did the update make extreme news, not a government account
that clarified and coordinated all kinds of things? The point is until now, there is no answer to any points
related to the omnibus law, but it is the media that is updating it.”70

The national media reported a lot about the hundreds of combined masses of students, workers
and the community in Kendari to reject the omnibus law, which had been ratified by the People's
Representative Council of the Republic of Indonesia (Kompas, 2020). According to the media, this
demonstration was carried out because they considered that the omnibus law was enacted by the
People's Representative Council of the Republic of Indonesia and the government without the people's
consent. This demonstration lasted for days to reject the ratification of the omnibus law (Sindonews,
2020). Representatives of students, community and workers demonstrated in front of the Southeast
Sulawesi representative office. As a result of the demonstration, two victims died, and it was known as
the most prolonged demonstration in the history of Indonesian democracy. However, the result of this
demonstration did not produce so many influences, and the omnibus law regulation was still ratified in
November 2020.
Figure 24. Demonstration against ratification of omnibus law. Source: Telisik (2020)
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Ketika undang-undang hak cipta karya diberlakukan, mengapa pembaruan membuat berita ekstrem, bukan akun pemerintah yang
mengklarifikasi dan mengoordinasikan segala macam hal? Intinya sampai saat ini belum ada jawaban atas poin-poin terkait omnibus
law, tapi media yang mengupdatenya.
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Chapter 8
Discussion
In this part, I will explain the main points of my findings and compare it with other research; I also elaborate
reflection on the theory and methodology that I used in this research. First, coming back to the core of
recentralization, I found three main results that I divide into three different subheadings. While for the
second reflection on theory and methodology, I elaborate how I used the methods and what challenges I
encountered. For theory, I am trying to find out how the politics scale works, where the scale is built and
contested, even more extensive. I found that the political party is a system that works more significant
behind the scale in contributing to the decision-making process. Structurally it also follows the scale and
hierarchy within the organization's structure on every scale from national until local. Still, culturally, it
spreads and is more dynamic, pursuing their main political interest.

8.1 Return to the core elements of recentralization
In this part, I will discuss three main findings of my research, explaining three cores of
recentralization. First, recentralization and local impacts show that, although it opens up job opportunities,
especially where control and licensing of nickel withdrawn to the central government, it has not had a
positive impact on the local population, especially on the transfer of knowledge and technology. Second
the extractive industries in the context of political recentralization, and third, recentralization and politics
of scale. While for the second, the extractive industries tend to grow rapidly by recentralization where they
can get easy licensing without having to take care of licensing at the local government, which is
geographically and administratively more complicated. The third core, namely, recentralization and politics
of scale, I discovered that in nickel management, the central government seeks to politicize scale through
taking back authority in issuing the mining business permits. However, an enormous power spreads and is
dynamically unlimited by the scale give a big influence on the decision-making process on nickel
management.

8.1.1

Recentralization and Local Impact

Recentralization is a back-forward step for the central government to return to solve the various problems
at the region level, such as annual disasters, and to add additional value by unifying mining permits through
a single online system. The goal is that not all heads of parties can grant permission for Namely, governor
and regent who were previously involved in corruption cases. Yet, this recentralization policy has not
provided significant benefits to the people in Molawe and Morosi. Therefore, analyzing the economic
aspect is vital to seeing the financial success of the policy changes (World bank group, 2017). However,
instead increasing economic and social development, the local community has become the most
disadvantaged party from the entry of nickel investment in Southeast Sulawesi. Nickel mining destroys the
traditional economy on livelihoods such as agriculture and maritime, which was previously the most
significant income source in Southeast Sulawesi (BPS, 2021). Although providing another benefit by opening
up job opportunities in the smelter factory, the local population does not accept the transfer of knowledge
and technology as blue-collar workers.
In another study, Nurlaela et al., 2020 seeing the socio-economic impact of ore nickel management
from PT. Virtue Dragon Nickel Industry (VDNI). She found that social impacts result is education continuity,
free health services, land conflicts and decreasing interest in young people to farm. However, in my result
of VDNI's journey to impact, education is hampered by mud in schools. At the same time, young people are
not interested in working on the farm. Still, they have experienced unproductive land because of mining
waste and disposal waste from the Chinese dormitory. In addition, the economic impacts showed the salary
given based only on a small minimum wage with high employment risks; for example, the foreign workers
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get a higher salary of 12,500 Yuan (equivalent to Rp. 28 million) plus a monthly bonus and production bonus.
In contrast, the local workers have cut 4 million for health services.
Rela et al., 2020 did another study and found that CSR positively impacted Morosi; however, CSR
was unimplemented in the long term; unlike Molawe, CSR was replaced with dust money (compensation
money). Meanwhile, the dust money is also believed to be a bribe from companies not fulfilling CSR
obligations that should be done with long-term social assistance. For example, building schools, providing
scholarships for students, building villages and public facilities, and developing economic potential by
empowering the community. Even though recentralization has been re-implemented, it turns out that in
other countries that adopted decentralization for more than ten years, natural resource conflicts need
assistance from local institutions (Ribot, 2002). The Tolaki institutional tribe still become the key actors in
social conflict. Completing social issues on CSR; even though the recentralization policy was reimplemented from the same perspective by Ribot in 2002. In other countries that have adopted
decentralization for more than ten years, social conflicts, especially natural resource conflicts, still need
the assistance of local institutions; in this case, the Tolaki institutional tribe still becomes the key actor in
social conflict.

8.1.2

Extractive industries in the context of political recentralization

Political recentralization is a government strategy to improve the national socio-economic situation
and improve public services in increasing foreign investment. The use of foreign capital in Indonesia has
played a significant role in developing the economic sector since 1967. For that reason, the government
felt it was urgent to reunite licensing authorities in the recentralization framework to smooth outlicensing in the strategic mining sector and for the market globalization demands on nickel for lithium
battery (Dickie, 1998).
Not only did uniting permits through one authority that was previously conducted by each local
government signed by the regent or governor to issue the mining permits, but the central government
also felt an urgency to prohibit the export of ore, nickel or raw material. As a result, the large-scale smelter
industry and open-cast mining have increased sharply since implementing the omnibus law. This
phenomenon refutes the argument of Yang et al., 2021 who agrees that under the influence of the ban
on exports of nickel-aluminum ore as Indonesia's strategy, China, as one of the countries that have lost
their primary source of nickel ore, will seek diversification of trading partners with other countries.
However, when Indonesia stopped sending ore nickel, China instead came to the exporting country
(Indonesia) and intensified investment through other means to construct domestic smelters.
In contrast, research by Hirons in 2014 about 'The mining conflict and the politics of obtaining a
social license, Insight from Guatemala'. He agrees that in the eyes of the extractive industry in a
democratic country, the preferred strategy by mining companies is to build a profitable climate mining is
seeking a social license to operate. For example, San Juan Sacatepéquez Cementos Progreso builds a
participatory democracy where the company Alliance and the spaces created by the state make citizens
participate to complement development projections (Hirons, 2014). This effort aligns with increasing
government transparency and accountability by providing essential services that make the community
openly support the mining project. In contrast to the nickel extractive industry phenomenon in Southeast
Sulawesi, companies tend to ignore participatory spaces by following the ease of business licensing by
one-stop licensing, namely the single online system (OSS) without any obligation to build participatory
spaces with the community, except corporate social responsibility that also not implemented correctly.
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Figure 25. Extractive industries phenomeon in Southeast Sulawesi. Source: author
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In addition, decentralization is reflected in the licensing system that does not involve a participatory
space for the local population event for the local government in the mining projection process. Local
governments and businesses usually only focus on providing CSR. The local population will resist if what
is promised does not match expectations because the nature of this alliance is giving, not participatory.
Furthermore, based on my analysis of the extractive industries phenomenon in Southeast Sulawesi, see
figure 25, which depicts starting point business extractive from market globalization until producing the
unique open nickel business system born from the monopolistic authority. The mining business shows
that the owner of business permits which has more money and power in the highest place.
Meanwhile, the contractors who work from the mining company is positioned at the lowest level.
They get the last benefit and will be vulnerable to not carrying out critical obligations such as fulfilling CSR
and environmental commitments. The only known social and ecological contracts are the owner of the
mining business permits. While they are rarely at mining sites, they are generally domiciled outside the
city or on the Jawa island; they monitor the progress of the results of rental permits from afar and do not
contribute profoundly to social responsibility.

8.1.3 Recentralization and Politics of scale
Recentralization and the politics of scale are the third core of recentralization. At this point, in
nickel management, the central government seeks to politicize scale by take back the authority to issue
mining business permits. However, behind that, an even greater authority can influence the nickel
management especially in the phase of decision-making process, namely the political party, which is
dynamic and not limited by scale. In Indonesia, decentralization presence in the decree, however in
practice, it contradicts with the inbalance power between the central government and the council with
the local government, for example, creating an omnibus law for capital investment through a single online
system eliminates decentralization.
First, understanding the meaning of scale politics is very important to measure how each
government acts under their authority; This scale shows the place and boundaries of how the government
carries out their responsibility and creativity. As a country that implements both decentralization and
democracy, Indonesia has given birth to more substantial political power. It is beyond the scale of
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government labels because of is freer and more open to public choices, such as political parties. Political
parties are a space to recruit regional leaders and representatives from the general election system by
winning the people's hearts. However, in terms of democracy by political parties, it turns out that this
system directly impacts government programs brought by regional or national leaders (members of
political parties that win). They bring their party's vision and mission into government programs, not only
by what the government or society needs. Furthermore, Indonesia, especially in controlling nickel as the
hottest commodity in the world's towards clean energy consumption, the political parties in Indonesia are
still the strongest system that works beyond the boundaries of scale to achieve the highest authority in
its management.
Heads of government at every level, such as regents, governors even at the national level such as
president and council, are filled by politicians who are members of political parties and contribute directly
to the decision-making process. Politicians' dynamic and unpredictable relationships and communication
bring great power in cultural rather than structured relationships within political parties as a political
ideology. For example, when comparing the structure of a political party (see Figure 26) and the culture
adopted by party members, the central board at the national level can directly lead the branch they lead
council (district/city). Likewise, regional (provincial) council level leaders can ally with urban branch
leaders in the village. In the 2019 regional head election in West Sulawesi, one example, a party leader
'A', will again run for election for members of the people's representative council. Stepping two levels
below him in forming a winning team for party leader 'A' has created political alliances at the branch
leadership level in several villages and gained control of the vote to win the election. In this case, the party
leader 'A' stepped over the branch (city/district) and branch (sub-district) levels in the political party scale,
giving political orders and preparing for voting at the lowest village level.
Figure 26. Formal structure of scale in political parties. Source: Ministry of Home Affairs (2018)

For this reason, the way the government carries out the activities will be related to the campaigns
of the winning political parties. It shows that the political dynamics of the Indonesian government system
are very accessible, not limited by scale and directly influence policy decisions as well. The presence of
political parties in remote areas is important if it is associated with an inclusive political recruitment and
regeneration process. Still, representative offices of political parties in each branch have not been carried
out explicitly as regulated by the Ministry of Home Affairs to maximize community aspirations, especially
regarding mining which requires large power and resources, and society does not have that. For this
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reason, both in general elections or the formulation of nickel management policies is fundamental to
understanding Indonesia's political system. The aim is to see how far and how political party actors
perceive an issue as urgent apart from economic improvement and development, such as social and
environmental problems due to nickel mining to become the national plan spread over in vision and
mission in political parties. This ecological and social aim is the key to maintaining environmental balance
and natural exploitation in a decentralized country.

8.2 Reflections on Theory and Methodology
Compared to a simple list, politics of scale framed by critical discourse analysis provides a
systematic and more dynamic way to discuss nickel exploitation in Southeast Sulawesi. In addition, CDA
helps me do the complete analysis in a broad understanding of various power from every actor. It is mainly
supported by critical linguistics that I adopted from CDA, starting from the person, affiliation and complex
context. The person is a discourse of the interviewee related to their understanding and experiences,
continued by affiliation, which is the interviewee positioning themself as members of groups. The last
complex context is where interviewees connect their discourse with the law, regulation, or convention
they believe in or implemented in their areas.
In addition, each interview argument is based not only on the individual's position on a scale, but
CDA also helps me to see the 'explanatory relationship' between statements or language use and the
social structure behind them. This explanatory relationship is also summarized in three steps of critical
discourse analysis: analysis of linguistic practice, discursive practice, and analysis of social practice. Using
the CDA in a case study is quite challenging because I have to pay close attention to the structures'
sentences, such as overwording and rewording from different actors, unite them and understand their
perspective behind the design of words to get their adopted ideology. Therefore, because CDA has quite
long stages in use, I have to sort out which phase of the CDA is best to describe the different issues. In this
case, I try to use the suitable stage in every sub-headings. For example, I used linguistic analysis at the
'person level; in the other part, I used social practices analysis at a complex context level. It is also efficient
to do effective writing, so there is no repetition; readers quickly get bored in interpreting the political
context and policy document; furthermore, CDA with a suitable stage is an effective way to write good
writing.
Furthermore, scale politics is also a strategy for business and government actors to obtain the
greatest power in nickel management practices. With the Political of scale theory and Critical Discourse
Analysis as Methodology, I studied various motives of actors in understanding, addressing and carrying
out a policy. I included three main actors in the analysis with three actor modes as representatives of each
component of good governance actors, namely society, business and government. While this theory is
helpful to understand the meaning of politics of scale, it is by seeing how each government acts according
to its scale and limitations. What is better for a country, to be large or small, and should a democratic
state be centralized or distributed as it functions among smaller regions with different natural resource
potential lines and cultural and political characteristics.
According to Neil Smith, 2010 politics of scale explain how scale is built and contested; this
concept also deepens its complexity and becomes a comprehensive debate. The political theory of scale
helps me see how this phenomenon becomes a more profound debate, such as how ideology is not limited
by scale and even tends to be more powerful than the scale itself. Rather than a scale being played out by
key actors on a national or local scale—using the components of politics of scale such as maneuver and
strategy, conceptions and ideology by social actors also space and power is a crucial way to find this.
Furthermore, using critical discourse analysis as a methodology helped me analyse complex words'
composition and components. When politicians speak up, they tend not to explain the points or directives
when compared to discourse by the local population, who are open and openly show their attitudes and
experiences. For this reason, critical discourse analysis made me understand more about the meaning of
discourse and as a next step in seeing the ideology adopted by the speaker when speaking and referring
to a source in speaking.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
Conclusion
Since implementing the omnibus law, one sector that has experienced significant change is
licensing. The central government retaken authority of mining licensing from the local governments by
uniting the business permits in a single online system. However, many problems emerged from the this
policy change, such as doubts about less power of local governments, unindependet the regional
authonomy conduct the governance activity, a big influence of the company in the policy makers
perspective as the development key while prologed ecological change and natural disaster in Southeast
Sulawesi still continue to happen. In contrast, mostly people agree that there does not appear to be a
substantial change in social and environmental improvements related to nickel management.
I used the political theory of scale to analyze this issue and discuss how scale is politicized and
reorganized to achieve certain actors' goals. From the political theory of scale, I use four main
components, namely conceptions & ideologies by social actors, maneuver & strategy, space & power and
time frame to examine the effects of policy recentralization on nickel management and regulation,
however, to measure a deep understanding of the motives behind the components. I also use critical
discourse analysis using linguistic analysis, discursive practice and analysis of social practice or explanation
stage.
This research is essential to see the impact of nickel mining because this activity has changed the
natural structure and social conditions in Southeast Sulawesi. However, is the recentralization policy in
line with economic improvement, development, and human resources quality? Moreover, if policy
recentralization is implemented, will the power distribution between the central and local governments
be balanced? And how are the extractive business's positioned in political decentralization in Indonesia?
The result showed that the recentralization policy did not significantly influence local impacts but
provided significant benefits for extractive business actors in running their businesses. Meanwhile, the
uniqueness of the business system is reflected in the recentralization of policies, namely the monopoly
business system. A hierarchical business system places the owner of mining business permits as the actor
who gets the most benefits. At the same time, the grassroots level remains at the lowest level working as
blue-collar workers, unskilled workers or drivers. Finally, another issue is the division of power between
the central and local governments in regulating and managing nickel resources. The central government
seeks to politicize the scale by taking back the authority to issue mining business permits. However, even
greater power can influence nickel management, especially in the phase of the decision-making process,
mainly from the political party.
The results I got regarding the most incredible power from political parties are dynamic and not
limited by scale. Members of political parties fill local governments and even leaders at the national level
in Indonesia. Marston and Smith (2001) said that hierarchy in politics of scale exists in vertical or horizontal
dimensions and to understand relational. It is either upwards, downwards or sideways with other
geographic scales in tangled interactions and scattered networks among scalars. At the same time, this
phenomenon is reflected by political parties that have a lot of influence on decision-making as political
elites. They also can influence agenda setting even before the policy-making process and maintain that
issue still closed before the legislation of the regulation.
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Recommendations
In the future, the implementation of corporate social responsibility annual reports to the local
government should directly be supervised by the central government and law enforcement agencies to
check the performance of CSR. Also, Also, the revenue sharing, which previously seemed slow on the
future nickel natural resource management tax, must be done transparently so the direction and
management of the profit can be evaluated by the local government and the Southeast Sulawesi
community. In addition, local governments must ensure that they have supervisory authority at the
airport to supervise foreign workers who do not have official permits to enter Indonesia. The last
recommendation for local governments is to create a forum in the way public communication so
participatory spaces for the local community, especially in mining development projections and
environmental impact prevention, can be implemented reciprocal.
The central government needs to strengthen socialization and cooperation with local
governments and test policies to the community to not cause resistance and demonstrations from below.
Policymaking must involve all aspects of good governance, namely the community, business, and local
government. Then, human resources are still the main factor; mining inspectors as central government
representatives need to increase the number of their apparatus to carry out monitoring in all mining areas
in Southeast Sulawesi.
Furthermore, the local government's recommendation consists of data collection and reporting
of contractors who work together with a certain mining company. The aim is in the future coordination
and evaluation by the relevant agencies is easily carried out, for example, avoiding illegal mining due to
unregistered contractors in the local government. In addition, since the return of permits to the central
government, local governments need to know the licensing reports of centralized mining companies so
that evaluation and supervision are easy to carry out.; It also means that issuing the mining business
permits requires recognition from the central government and local governments on the results of
environmental feasibility investigations and local development projections in the future. They are also
granting local governments rights to revoke direct permits for rebutting mining activities if they are
against the law and violate mining regulations, including suspicious (illegal) mining activities.
Unlike the recommendation to the business sector, they must report the number of foreign
workers entering Southeast Sulawesi; work gives work visas because their arrival was aimed to work in
Indonesian territory. Then, the company is also expected to be communicative in identifying the
company's goals and problems that arise from the impact of smelters and nickel mining. These
recommendations are so that policy recentralization can improve social impact in local communities in
mining areas such as Molawe and Morosi, more targeted environmental improvements and strengthen
local governments in the forefront guarding nickel mining activities in Southeast Sulawesi.
There might be doubts about how this recommendation is accepted by powerful actors who
significantly influence and benefit from the status quo. However, the most important thing is not about
power show between many actors or investment enhancement and transfer technology. The
policymaker's first and most vital thing is being supportive and transparent to the public or the ideal
mental model. Not only act as the government but the governance that can cooperate with any other
party and accepts any recommendation from various sources in any direction.
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